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IN MEMORIAM

John R. Schwartz
In November of 1950, John R. Schwartz
was born the son of Roger Dean Schwartz
and Evelyn Jeanette Schwartz (Pritts).
John was raised in the town of Bethany,
IL, which he fondly referred to as “Big B”.
He was a member of the First Christian
Church of Bethany, IL. On January 28,
1970, John married his Sullivan sweetheart, Marsha Diana Taylor, at Jonathan
Creek Christian Church in Moultrie County. He was drafted by the U.S. Army shortly thereafter.
An honorable 20 year career in the U.S
Army took John and his family to assignments in Herlong, California; Wurzburg,

Germany; Ft. Sill, Oklahoma; Ft. Meade,
Maryland; Ft. McClellan, Alabama, and a
final tour at the Pentagon. John retired as
a Warrant Officer and served a majority of
his time as a Criminal Investigation Command (CID) Agent specializing in Polygraph (Lie Detector). In his second career with the federal government he held
many positions as a polygraph expert and
was considered an ambassador for it nationally. A few of the jobs John served included the Deputy and Acting Director for
the Department of Defense Polygraph Institute (DODPI) at Ft. McClellan, Alabama;
Special Agent for the Department of Justice (DOJ)/Office of the Inspector General
(OIG) in Houston, Texas; and Director with
U.S. Department of Homeland Security/
U.S. Customs & Border Protection (CBP)/
Credibility Assessment Division (CAD)/
Office of Internal Affairs in Houston, Texas. Following the 911 attacks, DOJ sent
John on special assignment to Afghanistan in 2004 to polygraph and interrogate
suspected Taliban terrorists. He officially
retired from government service in 2017
to spend more time with his family and
loved ones.
More important than his career, John
APA Magazine 2021, 54 (2)
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Schwartz, was best known as a loving
son, brother, husband, father, and Papa
to his family. He was many things to
many people. John was a selfless man
who put his family and friends first. He
never forgot his humble family roots and

2
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upbringing in Bethany, Illinois that served
as his basis in life. John always shared
these experiences and teachings with his
family and just as importantly his friends
and colleagues that he worked with. He
positively impacted many and is forever
fondly remembered for it.
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In memoriam
John R. Schwartz
From Esther

From Melanie
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In memoriam
John R. Schwartz
From Ray Delgodo

From Robert P. Cambell

2

1

Mark: I am forwarding a class photo of the basic
Polygraph course at Ft. McClellan in 1979. I
attended the class with John. Got to know him
at that time and stayed in touch with him next
for many years. Sorry to hear of his passing. He
was always a very gracious friend.
Robert P. Campbell
1. John Schwartz; 2. Robert P. Cambell.
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The APA Editorial Staff Welcomes
Professor Kevin Colwell, PhD
We are very pleased to announce the addition of Professor Colwell to the APA editorial
staff. Professor Colwell is one of the leading experts on credibility assessment in the
country. We are incredibly fortunate to have him agree to join our exceptional editorial
staff. In order for you to get to better appreciate what an honor this is for our association, I will include a short bio and an abbreviated CV for Professor Colwell.
Bio
Committee Members: Dr. Kevin Colwell is a
Professor of Psychology and the Director of
the Office of Psychological Assessment at
Southern Connecticut State University. He
obtained his Ph.D. in Forensic Clinical Psychology from Sam Houston State University. His Thesis and Dissertation dealt with
Investigative Interviewing and Credibility
Assessment. In fact, his thesis was the first
time that anyone in the United States specifically focused on interviewing to facilitate
recall for honest respondents while making
deception more difficult and more obvious.
This is a process that has later been dubbed
Differential Recall Enhancement. He has
worked with Cheryl Anisman, Ph.D. to create ACID and the Reality Interview to obtain
and evaluate statements from victims, witnesses, and suspects. Dr. Colwell has also
created techniques to screen those who are
attempting to hide knowledge of an event
that they experienced or witnessed (using the two-alternative, forced-choice technique), assess the credibility of claims of
mental illness in Competence to Stand Trial
proceedings (The Test of Malingered Incompetence), and the validity of claims of mental illness (the Detection of Attention Deficit
Symptoms and an extension of the Coin-inHand technique).

Dr. Colwell maintains a small but active clinical and forensic practice in CT, and he travels throughout the US to testify as an expert.
Along the way, he has worked as assessment and treatment staff at the Ellis Unit
(which housed Death Row), and the Skyview
Unit (which is the largest prison hospital in
Texas). He has also worked for Bruce Perry,
M.D., Ph.D. at the Child Trauma Academy,
where he assessed children that were allegedly abused or neglected, and the Porterville
Development Center (a large forensic facility
for those with Developmental Disabilities in
California). He has trained Investigative Interviewing and Forensic professionals since
1997, including federal and state law enforcement, military personnel, child welfare
personnel, and other psychologists.
Dr. Colwell lives in Cheshire, CT, with his wife
Karen and stepson Nathan. They have a
wonderful home next to a wilderness area,
where they surround themselves with wild
and domestic animals. Karen is a Reading
Specialist with a successful career in her
own right. Kevin and Karen work to create a
home that pays homage to an earlier time.
They both enjoy cooking and exercise together. Dr. Colwell maintains a blacksmithing/bladesmithing shop, and he is an expert
at the creation of forged tools and weapons,
especially those from Ming and Ching China.
APA Magazine 2021, 54 (2)
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Curriculum Vita
Kevin Colwell, Ph.D.

Professor of Psychology
Southern Connecticut State University
Director, Office of Psychological Assessment
Office: (203) 392-6871
Home: (203) 439-2223
Email: colwellk2@southernct.edu

Education
09/98-08/02
Ph.D., Sam Houston State University
Forensic Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: The Whole Truth: Structured Interview Protocols and Reality
Monitoring Criteria.
12/95-06/97
M.A., Sam Houston State University
Clinical Psychology
Thesis: Interviewing Techniques and
the Psycholinguistic Assessment of
Statement Credibility GPA: 4.0.
09/92-12/95
B.S., Sam Houston State University
Psychology Major / Biology Minor.
09/90-06/92
The University of Texas at Austin
Biology Major / Chemistry Minor.

Research Experience (during education)

6
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01/94-06/95
Undergraduate Research Assistant,
Eyewitness Testimony Research
Team
Responsibilities: conduct an experiment involving a staged crime; interview, transcribe, and analyze data;
prepare poster/presentations; write
grants
Supervisor: Cheryl Hiscock-Anisman,
Ph.D.
06/95-01/96
Graduate Research Assistant
Responsibilities: stage a crime and interview witnesses both on a University Campus and within three maximum
security prisons in Texas; interview
inmates in one-on-one settings; transcribe data; score data per CriteriaBased Content Analysis; participate
in data analysis and interpretation
for presentation at national and international conventions (co-authored);
supervise and train personnel; act as
liaison between team and University;
research also evaluated allegations of
child sexual abuse provided by Texas
Children’s Protective Services.

MEMBERSHIP NEWS
01/96-9/00
Research Coordinator
Responsibilities: experimental design;
develop interviewing and credibility assessment techniques; supervise
and train team personnel; conduct experiments within maximum security
prisons; write presentations and publications; manage grant money; coordinate between research team and
rest of University; statistical analysis.

Principles of Behavior, Introductory
Psychology, Sensation and Perception, Applied Counseling (Graduate),
Behavior Modification (Graduate),
Cognitive Therapy (Graduate), and
Psychology and the Law (Undergraduate and Graduate).
Other responsibilities: maintain research team of 13; Psi Chi faculty representative; supervise Master’s level
practicum students.

08/01-08/02
Research Committee, Porterville Developmental Center
Responsibilities: design and implement studies regarding malingering
and intelligence testing.

09/04-06/07
Assistant Professor, Department of
Psychology and Counseling, Valdosta State University
Member of Graduate Clinical Faculty
Graduate courses included: Personality Assessment, Prepracticum, and
Forensic Interviewing
Undergraduate courses included: Fundamentals of Psychology and Abnormal Psychology
Other responsibilities: supervise undergraduate and Master’s level theses; maintain research team of 10
students.

Teaching Experience
09/96-06/97
Instructor, Department of Psychol
ogy, Sam Houston State University
Courses included: Introductory Psychology.
08/98-12/99
Instructor, Department of Psychology, Sam Houston State University
Courses included: Introductory Psychology and Psychology and Law.
06/99-08/00
Adjunct Faculty, Lee College
Courses included: Introductory Psychology, Lifespan Development, and
Psychology of Adjustment, to incarcerated males in Texas prisons.
08/02-08/04
Visiting Assistant Professor, University of Texas at Tyler
Courses included: Critical Thinking,

08/07-7/10
Assistant Professor, Department of
Psychology, Southern Connecticut
State University.
08/10-08/14
Associate Professor of Psychology,
Southern Connecticut State University.
08/15-present
Professor of Psychology, Southern
Connecticut State University
Graduate courses include: Clinical
Methods, Personality, and Social Assessment, Practicum in Assessment
APA Magazine 2021, 54 (2)
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and Report Writing, Psychology, Law,
and Ethics, and Advanced Psychopathology
Undergraduate courses include: Psychology and Law; Seminar in Psychological Services / Field Practicum;
Seminar in Counseling Theories and
Techniques; Abnormal Psychology;
and Research Internship.
Other
responsibilities: supervise graduate
and undergraduate Research Assistants; maintain research team of 7
students.
Honors / Awards
Robert C. Byrd Scholarship
Texas Valedictorian’s Scholarship
Psi-Chi Honor Society
James P. Weber Graduate Scholarship
Special Scholarship, Forensic Clinical Psychology
American Psychology-Law Society Student Research Award (2000 & 2002)
Excellence in Teaching Nominee, Honors Psychology, Valdosta State University
(2007)
Psi Chi Research Mentor Award, Southern
Connecticut State University (2008)
Nominated for CSU Teaching Award 2010
Nominated for the NERCHE Community
Engagement and Social Justice Award
(2010)
SCSU Social Justice Award (2020)

McElfresh, E., Colwell, K., Hiscock-Anis
man, C.K., Welch, L., James-Kangal,
N.,Cardenas, C., & Gavigan, B. (2021).
Different-than-Chance Interpretation of the Two-Alternative, ForcedChoice Technique for Jury Selection
and Witness Screening. Polygraph and
Forensic Credibility Assessment: A Journal of Science and Field Practice. 50(1).
Bogaard, G., Colwell, K. (2019). Using the
Reality Interview improves the accuracy of the Criteria Based Content
Analysis and Reality Monitoring. Applied Cognitive Psychology.
Wyman, J., Foster, I., Crossman, A., Colwell,
K.,& Talwar, V. (2018). The effects of
free-recall and cognitive load questions on children’s disclosures of a
crime. Applied Cognitive Psychology.
DOI:10.1002/acp.3494
Derosa, J., Colwell, K., Hiscock-Anisman,
C. K., Blythe, A., Hall, A., Bogaard, G.
(2018) Investigative Interviewing techniques, Differential Recall Enhancement, and Credibility Assessment.
Journal of Investigative Psychology and
Offender Profiling. DOI: 10.1002/jip.1519

Peer-Reviewed Publications
and Chapters

Foster, I., Wyman, J., Tong, D., Colwell, K.,
& Talwar, V. (2018). Does eyewitness
and interviewer gender matter? An
experimental analysis of the effect of
eyewitness and interviewer gender of
the quality of children’s testimonies.
Psychiatry, Psychology, and Law. DOI:
10.1080/13218719.2018.1507844.

Tekin, S., Hiscock-Anisman, C.K., Hsieh, C.,
& Colwell, K. (under review). Strategies of Impression Management and
Deception in English and Chinese native speakers.

Colwell, K., Memon, A., James-Kangal, N.,
Cole, L., & Wirsing, E. (2018). Innocent
Suspects Lying by Omission. Journal of Forensic Psychology 3(1). DOI:
10.4172/2475-319X.1000133.
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Colwell, K., James-Kangal, N., HiscockAnisman, C., & Phelan, V. (2015).
Should police use ACID? Training and
credibility assessment using transcripts versus recordings. Journal Of
Forensic Psychology Practice, 15(3),
226-247.
Cavagnaro, A., Shuster, S. & Colwell, K.
(2013). Classification discrepancies
in two intelligence tests: Forensic implications for persons with developmental disabilities. Journal of Forensic
Psychology Practice, 13(1), 49-67.
Colwell, K., Hiscock-Anisman, C.K., & Fede,
J. (2013). Assessment Criteria Indicative of Deception (ACID): An example
of the new paradigm of Differential
Recall Enhancement. In: B.S. Cooper,
D. Griesel & M. Ternes (Eds.) Applied
issues in eyewitness memory, credibility assessment, and investigative interviewing.
Montalvo, L., Hallinan, C., Hiscock-Anis
man, C.K., Morrissey, D., Bonilla, Y., Colwell, K., Kradas, M. (2013). Using ACID
to improve credibility assessments
with written and audio statements.
American Journal of Forensic Psychology.
Colwell, L.H., Colwell, K., Hiscock-Anisman,
C.K., Hartwig, M., Cole, L., Werdin, K.,
& Youschak, K. (2012). Teaching pro
fessionals to detect deception: The
efficacy of a brief training workshop.
Journal of Forensic Psychology Prac
tice, 12,68-80.
Colwell, K., Hiscock-Anisman, C.K., Corbett,
L., Bonilla, Y., Memon, A., & Hauselt, W.
J. (2011). Change in Suspect’s Memory as a result of Deception. American
Journal of Forensic Psychology, 29(4),
1-9.

Ansarra, R., Colwell, K., Hiscock-Anisman,
C., Hines, A., Fleck, R., Kondor, S. &
Cole, L. (2011). Augmenting ACID
with affective details to assess credibility. European Journal of Psychology
Applied to the Legal Context,3(2), 1-10.
Colwell, L.H., Colwell, K. (2011). Assessing
feigned cognitive impairment in defendants hospitalized for Competency
Restoration: Further validation of the
TOMI. Forensic Psychology Practice.
11, 219-310.
Morgan, C.A., Hazelett, G., & Colwell, K.
(2011). The efficacy of forensic statement analysis in distinguishing truthful from deceptive accounts of highly
stressful events. Forensic Sciences
56(5), 1227-1234.
Suckle-Nelson, J.A., Colwell, K., HiscockAnisman, C., Florence, S., Youschak,
K.E., & Duarte, A. (2010). Assessment
Criteria Indicative of Deception (ACID):
Replication and gender differences.
Open Criminology 3. 23-30.
Hines, A., Colwell, K., Hiscock-Anisman,
C., Garrett, E. , Ansarra, R ,& Montalvo,
L. (2010). Impression management
strategies of deceivers and honest reporters in an investigative interview.
European Journal of Psychology Applied
to the Legal Context 2(1). 73-90.
Memon, A., Fraser, J., Colwell, K., Odino, G.,
& Mastroberadino, S. (2009). Distinguishing truthful from invented
accounts using Reality Monitoring
criteria. Legal and Criminological Psychology15 (2), 177-194.
Colwell, K., Hiscock-Anisman, C.K.,
Memon, A., Colwell, L., Taylor, L., &
Woods, D. (2009). Training in Assessment Criteria Indicative of Deception
APA Magazine 2021, 54 (2)
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(ACID) to improve credibility assessments. Forensic Psychology Practice,
9. 199-207.
Morgan, III, C. A., Colwell, K., Stefﬁan, G., &
Hazlett, G. (2008). Efﬁcacy of verbal
and global judgment cues in the detection of deception in Moroccans interviewed via an interpreter. Journal
of Intelligence Community Research
and Development, 3,1
Colwell, K., Hiscock-Anisman, C.K., Memon,
A., Taylor, L., & Prewett, J. (2008). Assessment Criteria Indicative of Deception (ACID): An integrated system of
investigative interviewing and detecting deception. Journal of Investigative
Psychology and Offender Profiling 4(3).
167-180.
Colwell, K., Colwell, L.H., Perry, A.T., Wasieles
ki, D., & Billings, T. (2008). The Test of
Malingered Incompetence: A forcedchoice instrument for assessing malingering in competence to stand trial
evaluations. American Journal of Forensic Psychology, 26. 17-42.
Morgan, C.A., Steffian, G., Colwell, K., Coric,
V., & Hazlett, G.A. (2007). Efficacy of
forensic statement analysis in distinguishing true from false eyewitness
accounts. Journal of Intelligence Community Research and Development.
Colwell, K., Hiscock-Anisman, C., Memon,
A., Rachel, A., & Colwell, L. (2007). Vividness and spontaneity of statement
detail characteristics as predictors of
witness credibility. American Journal
of Forensic Psychology, 25, 1-25.
10
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Colwell, K., Hiscock-Anisman, C.K, Woods, D.,
Memon, A., & Michlik, M. (2006). How
liars attempt to convince: Strategies
of impression management and deception regarding a simulated theft.
American Journal of Forensic Psychology, 24, 31-38.
Colwell, K., & Sjerven, E. (2005). The “Coinin-Hand” stratagem for the forensic
assessment of malingering. American
Journal of Forensic Psychology, 23, 8389.
Perry, B.D., Colwell, K., & Schick, S. (2002).
Child neglect. In D. Levinson, Encyclopedia of crime and punishment (Vol.
1, pp. 192-196). Thousand Oaks, CA:
Sage Publications.
Colwell, K., Hiscock, C.K., & Memon, A.
(2002). Interviewing techniques and
the assessment of statement credibility. Applied Cognitive Psychology, 16,
287-300.
Edens, J.F., & Buffington-Vollum, J.K., Col
well, K.W., Johnson, J.K., & Johnson, D.
(2000). Psychopathy and institutional
misbehavior among incarcerated sex
offenders: A comparison of the Psychopathy Checklist-Revised and the
Personality Assessment Inventory. International Journal of Forensic Mental
Health, 1, 49-58.
Colwell, K. (December, 2000). Psychological
intervention and cultural diversity
(book review). Academy of Criminal
Justice Sciences Today.

MEMBERSHIP NEWS
Manuscripts in Preparation or Under Review
Colwell, K., Sweeney, K., Bivona, M., Maciel,
V., & Walters, K. (in prep). The Detection of Attention Deficit Symptoms
(DADS): Assessment of Response
Style in ADHD.
Walters, K., Johansen, S., & Colwell, K.
ADHD, Conduct Problems, and Substance Use among College Students.
(under review). The Journal of College
Student Development.
Online Continuing Education Workshops
Investigative Interviewing, False Confessions,
and ACID to Detect Deception. Global
Institute for Forensic Research.
Assessment of Response Style and Malin
gering with the Test of Malingered Incompetence. Global Institute for Forensic Research.
Training Manuals
Contributing author to “Deception” and “In
terviewing” chapters. In T. Diamante
& M. London, Guidelines for excellence
in interviewing. (in press). Thomson
Southwestern Publishing.
Malingering and Deception. (2003). Psychologists and Mental Health Workers.
Assessment Criteria Indicative of Deception (ACID). (2005). Psychiatry and Law.
Police Training in Assessment Criteria Indicative of Deception. (2009). Police Officers.

Colwell, K. (2017) TOMI on Demand Training. Global Institute of Forensic Research.
https://www.gifrinc.com/tomi/
Colwell, K., Hiscock-Anisman, C.K. (2017).
ACID on Demand Training. Global Institute
of Forensic Research. https://www.gifrinc.
com/course/acid-demand-training/
Peer-Reviewed Professional
Presentations
Hiscock, C.K., Elliot, J.M., Carpenter, M., &
Colwell, K. (1995). Discriminating honest from biased recall in eyewitness
testimony: A credibility assessment
through Statement Validity Analysis.
Society for Applied Research in Memory and Cognition, Vancouver, British
Columbia.
Hiscock, C.K., Burgin, K., Elliot, J.M., Col
well, K., Means, L.R., & Carpenter, D.M.
(1996). Prevarication or recall failure:
Biased patterns in eyewitness testimony as a function of inferential inquiry. Academy of Criminal Justice
Sciences, Las Vegas, Nevada.
Hiscock, C.K., Elliot, J.M., Means, L.R.,
Colwell, K., & Carpenter, D.M. (1996).
Criteria-Based Content Analysis of
inmates’ statements: Distinguishing
honest from biased eyewitness testimony. American College of Forensic
Psychology, New Orleans, Louisiana.
Hiscock, C.K., Clarkson, J., Bernshausen,
D., Colwell, K. (1997). The things left
unsaid: An analysis of patterns of detail in eyewitness testimony. Academy
APA Magazine 2021, 54 (2)
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of Criminal Justice Sciences, Louisville, Kentucky.
Hiscock, C.K., Colwell, K., & Johnson, D.
(1997). Differential efficacies of interview techniques in the assessment of statement credibility. American College of Forensic Psychology,
Vancouver, British Columbia.
Hiscock, C.K, Johnson, D.W., & Colwell, K.
(1997). Analysis of patterns of detail
in eyewitness testimony. American
Psychological Association, Chicago,
Illinois.
Hiscock, C.K., Colwell, K., & Sweeney, B.
(1997). The deceptive witness recognized: An analysis of patterns of
detail in honest and biased eyewitness testimony. American Society of
Criminology, San Diego, California.
Hiscock, C.K, & Colwell, K. (1998). The
assessment of statement credibility
through analysis of verbal content.
American College of Forensic Psychology, San Francisco, California.
Hiscock, C.K., Schneekloth, P., & Colwell,
K. (1998). Psycholinguistic credibility assessment. American Psychological Association, San Francisco,
California.
Hiscock, C.K., & Colwell, K. (1998). Inter
viewing techniques and the assessment of statement credibility. American Psychology-Law Society, Redondo Beach, California.
12
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Hiscock, C.K., & Colwell, K. (1999). Inter
viewing techniques and the psycholinguistic assessment of statement credibility. Society for Applied
Research in Memory and Cognition,
Boulder, Colorado.
Hiscock, C.K., & Colwell, K. (August, 1999).
Lies from within: Reality monitoring
and deception in an incarcerated
population. American Psychological Association, Boston, Massachusetts.
Colwell, K., Hiscock, C.K., Memon, A., &
Kinney, J. (March, 2000). Statistical
and methodological issues in verbal
credibility assessment. Paper presented at the American PsychologyLaw Society, New Orleans, Louisiana.
Colwell, K. (July, 2000). Hugo Munster
berg: A study in the origins of applied
psychology. Paper presented at the
Southwestern Psychological Association, Dallas, Texas.
Hiscock, C.K., Colwell, K., Townley, S., &
Memon, A. (August, 2000). Reality
Monitoring and deception in an incarcerated population. Paper presented
at the American Psychological Association, Washington, D.C.
Colwell, K., Edens, J. F., Willoughby, F.,
Hauser, L., & Adinoff, B. (August,
2000). The Stages of Change and
Treatment Readiness Scale in substance abuse treatment. Poster presented at the American Psychological Association, Washington, D.C.
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Edens, J. F., & Colwell, K. (August, 2000).
Relationship between the ANT subscale of the Personality Assessment
Inventory and the PCL-R in offenders
referred for sexually violent predator
assessments. Poster presented at
the American Psychological Association, Washington, D.C.
Colwell, K., Hiscock-Anisman, C.K., &
Memon, A. (March, 2002). How liars
attempt to convince. Paper presented at the American Psychology-Law
Society, Austin, Texas.
Colwell, K., Sjerven, E., Hiscock-Anisman,
C.K., & Memon, A. (July, 2003). The
story unfolds: An examination of
honest and deceptive responding
over the course of a cognitive interview. Poster presented at the Society
for Applied Research in Memory and
Cognition, Aberdeen, Scotland.
Colwell, K., Hiscock-Anisman, C.K., Sjerven, E., Memon, A., & Yaeger, H. (July,
2003). Assessment Criteria Indicative of Deception. Poster presented
at the Society for Applied Research
in Memory and Cognition, Aberdeen,
Scotland.
Colwell, K. Hiscock-Anisman, C.K., &
Memon, A. (July, 2003). Measuring testimony: A comparison of two
mechanisms Reality Monitoring of
interpersonal deception. Poster presented at the European-American
Psychology-Law Society, Edinburgh,
Scotland.

Sjerven, E., & Colwell, K. (2003). The coinin-hand technique as a forced-choice
malingering screen for forensic assessments. Poster presented at the
European-American Psychology-Law
Society, Edinburgh, Scotland.
Colwell, K., Leach, A., Sjerven, E., Poole, V.,
Stoneberg, B., & Lindsay, R.C.L.
(March, 2004). Assessment criteria indicative of deception with children’s testimony. Poster presented
at the American Psychology-Law Society, Scottsdale, Arizona.
Woods, D., Colwell, K., Colwell, L., Wasieles
ki, D., & Hiscock-Anisman, C.K. (2005).
Can empirically-derived Assessment Criteria Indicative of Deception
improve credibility assessments?
Poster presented at the American
Psychology-Law Society, La Jolla,
California.
Colwell, K., Colwell, L.H., Woods, D.,
Wasieleski, D., Billings, T, & Pinera,
G. (March, 2006). Development and
validation of the Test of Malingered
Incompetence (TOMI). Poster presented at the American PsychologyLaw Society, St. Petersburg, Florida.
Woods, D., Colwell, K., Colwell, L. H.,
Wasieleski, D., Hiscock-Anisman,
C. K., & Memon, A. (March, 2006).
A replication of training in Assessment Criteria Indicative of Deception
(ACID) and credibility assessment.
Poster presented at the American
Psychology-Law Society, St. Petersburg, Florida.
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Rachel, A., Santoro, M., Wasieleski, D., Col
well, K., & Colwell, L. (2006). Test of
Malingered Incompetence (TOMI): A
screen for feigned cognitive impairment and /or feigned incompetence
to stand trial. Poster presented at the
Southeastern Psychological Association, Atlanta, Georgia.
Cavagnaro, A., Ilizirov, S., & Colwell, K. (Au
gust, 2006). A comparison of intelligence tests in persons with developmental disabilities. Poster presented
at the American Psychological Association, New Orleans, Louisiana.
Colwell, K. (2006). Future directions for
Inter-Disciplinary Forensic Institute:
Closing session. Paper presented at
the Interdisciplinary Forensic Institute, Valdosta State University, Valdosta, Georgia.
Colwell, K. (2006). The development and
validation of ACID (Assessment Criteria Indicative of Deception). Lunch
presentation at the Interdisciplinary
Forensic Institute, Valdosta State
University, Valdosta, Georgia.
Colwell, K. (2006). How to get into graduate school in Clinical Psychology. Paper presented at the Georgia Psychological Society, Valdosta State University, Valdosta, Georgia.
Colwell, K. (2006). Assessment of malingering and deception. Paper presented that the Georgia Psychological
Society, Valdosta State University,
Valdosta, Georgia.
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Colwell, K. (2006). The Coin-in-Hand test
for the assessment of malingering
withsuspected cognitive impairment. Paper presented that the Georgia Psychological Society, Valdosta
State University, Valdosta, Georgia.
Colwell, K. (April, 2007). ACID and high
stakes judgments of credibility. Paper presented as part of a panel at
the Society for Industrial and Organizational Psychology, New York, New
York.
Corbett, L., Uerz, E., Colwell, K., HiscockAnisman, C.K., & Memon, A. (March,
2008). Change in suspect’s memory
as a result of deception. Poster presented at the American PsychologyLaw Society, Jacksonville, Florida.
Colwell, K., Anisman, C., Miller, J., Ansarra,
R., Hines, A., & Memon, A. (July,
2008). Operationalizing RM criteria
to assess control of information and
impression management. Paper presented at the European Association
for Psychology and Law, Maastricht,
Netherlands.
Hiscock-Anisman, C.K., Colwell, K. Uerz,
E.,Hines, A., Ansarra, R., & Memon,
A. (July, 2008). A comparison of the
Cognitive and Reality Interviews with
Suspects of a Staged Theft. Paper
presented at the European Association for Psychology and Law, Maastricht, Netherlands.
Hines, A., Colwell, K., Hiscock-Anisman,
C.K., Ansarra, R., Davis, E., & Duva,
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A. (July, 2008). Forced-choice questions and credibility assessment
regarding a staged theft. Paper presented at the European Association
for Psychology and Law, Maastricht,
Netherlands.
Ansarra, R., Colwell, K., Hiscock-Anisman,
C.K., Hines, A.L., & Memon, A. (July,
2008). Affective details and credibility assessment in suspects of a
staged theft. Paper presented at the
European Association for Psychology and Law, Maastricht, Netherlands.
Colwell, K. (September, 2008). Assess
ment Criteria Indicative of Deception
in trial transcripts. Paper presented
to the Connecticut State Court Reporter’s Association.
Colwell, L.H., Colwell, K. (March, 2009).
The Test of Malingered Incompetence (TOMI): Further validation of a
malingering screen for competence
to stand trial evaluations. Poster presented at the American PsychologyLaw Society, San Antonio, Texas.
Hiscock-Anisman, C.K., Suckle-Nelson,
J., Colwell, K., Youschack, K., Florence, S., & Duarte, A. (March, 2010).
Investigative interviewing and credibility assessment with inmates:
Replications, extensions, and gender differences. Paper submitted as
part of symposium to the American
Psychology-Law Society, Vancouver,
British Columbia.

Werdin, K., Colwell, K., Hiscock-Anisman,
C.K., Hartwig, M., Bessenoff, G., & Savaria, D. (March, 2010). Investigative
interviewing and statement analysis
applied to Internet-mediated deception about one’s identity. Paper presented as part of symposium to the
American Psychology-Law Society,
Vancouver, British Columbia.
Colwell, L.H., Colwell, K., Hiscock-Anis
man, C.K., Hartwig, M., Cole, L., Werdin, K., & Youshcak, K. (March, 2010).
Teaching professionals to detect deception: The efficacy of a brief training workshop. Paper submitted to the
annual conference of the American
Psychology-Law Society, Vancouver,
British Columbia.
Doering, N., Hartwig, M., Werdin, K., Colwell, K, Hiscock-Anisman, C.K. (June,
2010). Strategies of Impression Management and Deception used during communication over an Instant
Messenger System. A paper to be
presented at the annual conference
of the European Association of Psychology and Law.
Montalvo, L., Colwell, K., Hiscock-Anis
man, C., Hartwig, M., Karadas, M., &
Bonilla, Y.(March, 2011). Using ACID
to detect deception in transcripts
and audio recordings. A poster submitted to the biennial International
Congress of Psychology and Law.
Hiscock-Anisman, C.K., Colwell, K., Hazelett, G., & Morgan, C.A. (March,
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2011). Using ACID for Credibility Assessment through an Interpreter with
and English Speaking Interviewer
and Arabic Speaking Suspect. A paper presented to the biennial International Congress of Psychology and
Law.

Hiscock-Anisman, C.K., Colwell, K., Danna,
M., Rodriguez, N., Sorcinelli, A., &
French, M.N. (2012). Using ACID to
help police detect deception. A paper
presented at the Annual Conference
of the American Psychology and Law
Society.

Cole, L., Colwell, K., Hartwig, M., HiscockAnisman, C.K., Hallinan, C., & Kradas,
M. (March, 2011). Enhancing Assessment Criteria Indicative of Deception (ACID) through the Strategic
Use of Evidence (SUE). A paper submitted to the biennial International
Congress of Psychology and Law.

Gavigan, B.J., Fede, J., Richards, E., Hiscock-Anisman, C.K., Pankratz, L., &
Colwell, K. (2012). A forced-choice
test to detect witness deception. A
paper presented at the Annual Conference of the American Psychology
and Law Society.

Colwell, L.H., Colwell, K. (2011). Assessing feigned cognitive impairment in
defendants hospitalized for Competency Restoration: Further validation
of the TOMI. paper submitted to the
biennial International Congress of
Psychology and Law.

Williams, S.M., Talwar, V., Rodriguez, Fede,
J., Colwell, K., Hiscock-Anisman, C.K.
(2012). The mistakes of child lie tellers: using the assessment criteria indicative of deception (ACID) system
with children. A paper presented at
the Annual Conference of the American Psychology and Law Society.

Colwell, K., Webb, R., Hiscock-Anisman,
C.K., Hallinan, C., Kradas, M., & Bonilla, Y. (June, 2011). Impression Management and Deception During an Investigative Interview: When Innocent
Suspects Lie. A paper submitted to
the Society for the Study of Individual Differences.
Hsieh, C., Hiscock-Anisman, C.K., Colwell,
K., Florence, S., Sorcinelli, A. & French,
M.N. (2012) Strategies of Impression
Management and Deception among
Chinese and English speakers. A paper presented at the Annual Conference of the American Psychology
and Law Society.
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Colwell, K., Hiscock-Anisman, C.K., Evans,
M.R., Kansinally, A., Stanley, G., &
Clayton, J. (2013). Differential Recall
Enhancement (DRE): The interaction
among interviewing, memory, and
deception. A paper submitted to the
biennial conference of the Society
for Applied Research in Memory and
Cognition (SARMAC: June – Rotterdam).
Hiscock-Anisman, C.K., Colwell, K., Brunks,
R.D., Webb, R., & Clayton, J. (2013).
Differential Recall Enhancement,
ACID, and deception. A paper pre-
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sented to the biennial conference of
the Society for Applied Research in
Memory and Cognition. June – Rotterdam.
Henry, C., Kradas, M., Colwell, K., Talwar,
V., Williams, S., & Marsland, K. (2013).
Detecting Deception with Children’s
Written and Audio Statements: Reliability and Validity of ACID by stimulus modality. Poster presented at the
Biennial Meeting of the Society for
Research in Child Development. April
- Seattle.
Talwar, V., Williams, S., & Colwell, K.
(2013). Evaluating Children’s Honesty: The Effects of Increasing Cognitive Load on Children’s True and
False Reports. Poster presented at
the Biennial Meeting of the Society
for Research in Child Development.
April - Seattle.
Marty, S., Colwell, K., & Derosa, J. (2017)
Automated assessment of credibility via the Type-Token Ratio. Poster
at the Association of Psychological
Science. Boston.
Barrada, J., Colwell, K., & Marty, S. (2017)
Credibility Assessment of True and
False allegations of being mistreated by people with authority. Poster
at the Association of Psychological
Science. Boston.
Colwell, K., Memon, A., Cole, L., JamesKangal, N. (2017). Innocent suspects

lying to Omission. Poster at the Association of Psychological Science.
Boston.
Colwell, K., Memon, A., Talwar, V., Zagiels
ki, R. (2018). Lies from the Innocent.
A paper presented to the Annual Conference of the American Psychology
and Law Society. Memphis.
Miller, R., Colwell, K., Anisman, C.K. (2018).
Interviewing and credibility assessment. Poster presented at the Association of Psychological Science.
San Francisco.
Miller, R., Boccio, J., Derosa, J., Memon,
A., Talwar, V., Colwell, K. (2019)
Innocents who Lie and Appear Guilty.
A Poster presented to the American
Psychological Association. Chicago.
McElfresh, E.N., James-Kangal, N., His
cock-Anisman, C.K., Maciel, V., Gavigan, B., Colwell, K. (2019). New Applications: Forced-Choice Testing for
Deception Detection in Jury Selection
and Investigation. A Poster Presented
at the American Psychological Association. Chicago.
McElfresh, E.N., Hiscock-Anisman, C.K.,
James-Kangal, N., Maciel, V., Gavigan, B., Colwell, K. Forced-Choice
Testing for Deception Detection in Jury
Selection and Investigation of Mass
Crimes (2020). A poster presented at
the AmericanPsychology and Law
Society. New Orleans.
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Welch, L., Poland, V., Tekin, S., Talwar, V.,
Memon, A., & Colwell, K. (2020). Strategies of Preparation and Impre-ssion Management - How Innocence can Backfire. A
paper presented at the American Psychology – Law Society. New Orleans.

Professional Organizations
American Psychological Association
American Psychology-Law Society
Association for Psychological Science
European Association for Psychology and Law
Society for Applied Research in Memory and
Cognition
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Editorial Work for Journals, Societies,
and Agencies
Psychology, Law, and Public Policy – Reviewer
Law and Human Behavior - Reviewer
Forensic Psychology Practice – Reviewer
Journal of Investigative Interviewing and
Offender Profiling – Reviewer
Applied Cognitive Psychology – Ad Hoc Reviewer
Criminal Justice and Behavior – Ad Hoc
Reviewer
Open Criminology – Ad Hoc Reviewer
Canadian Social Science and Humanities
Research Council – Ad Hoc Reviewer
American Psychology-Law Society Conference, 2000, 2002, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2008,
2009, 2010, 2011, 2018, 2020 – Reviewer
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A Peek Under the Hood of the APA Elections
By Mark Handler

I write this as we prepare for the 2021 annual electronic elections.
As many members don’t know the exact steps in the election
process, I thought I would take some time and give you a peek
under the hood of how the election is conducted.

Office Manager Lisa Jacocks and I are the
folks who coordinate all the activities. Once
Lisa determines the trigger dates for the
election, we create storage folders in the
shared Dropbox. The first trigger after the
announcement is to establish a time period
for members to self-nominate or to nominate another member to run which can be
done through email or traditional mail. After
that closes, Lisa verifies each candidate’s
eligibility and passes on that list to me.
We establish a deadline for each vetted candidate to submit a photograph and a statement platform of up to 500 words. We combine each candidate’s picture and statement
and publish them to the APA website and in
the APA magazine in alphabetical order. We
ensure the picture is acceptable by the candidate and do our best to make them equal
in size and appear similarly at the top of the
candidate’s platform.
Meanwhile, we work with a third-party vendor eBallot, also known as Votenet Solutions, (www.eballot.com) to conduct the
election. We create an election sequence of
events with due dates and responsibilities
laid out specifically. eBallot helps create the
ballots, sends the election emails and re-

minders, tallies the votes, reports the results
and audits & certifies the election. Part of
the audit and certification involves reviewing all aspects of the election to ensure it
was not tampered with. We publish the audit
of the audit letter we receive with the election results.
We have to provide eBallot with the final voter list, which includes the voting member’s
name and email address about two weeks
prior to the beginning of the election. We use
our Memberclicks association management
software from our website to create a final
list of email addresses for our voting members. The list is vetted by the Office Manager and passed on to me to send to eBallot.
This is why it is so important to keep your
email address current on the website. We
publish this reminder in every magazine we
publish, and these magazines are available
for free on the APA website. Once the final
eligible voter list is created, it cannot be altered. To do so would make it possible for
members to vote more than once.
I am required to approve the final ballot email
about prior to the beginning of the election.
Lisa and I each test the final version of the
ballot to make sure all links to candidate’s
platform work and the ballot functions proAPA Magazine 2021, 54 (2)
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perly. After we test and approve the final ballot, eBallot schedules the election emails.
The emails are scheduled to send at one
minute past midnight on Sunday which
opens the balloting. The election runs until
2359 hours the following Saturday evening.
Through the election process, the Social Media Director advertises the election on social
media and works very hard to get the word
out, so people will vote. Additionally, eBallot
sends out multiple reminders to those who
have not yet voted.
Sunday morning, I create a report of the final
tally for the president and president-elect.
I put together a list of each candidate and
their phone number. The president has the
duty to call each candidate to inform them of
the results. Once the candidates have been
called, and with the president’s permission,
I post the results to the website and prepare
the magazine page of the results.
I felt it was important to share with you the
amount of work we do to conduct the election and to ensure the election is conducted
fairly. We receive many calls or emails during
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the week of the election from folks claiming
they did not receive a ballot. We check on
each one and have yet to find one error in
the eBallot distribution of the emailed ballots. The majority of these cases involved
members who were using a different email
address than the one they had on file with
the APA. Some have claimed they did not
receive a ballot and later found the ballot
in their junk mail. Several who reported to
me they did not receive a ballot had already
voted in the election!
We spend many hours preparing the election and trying to ensure no member is disenfranchised of their right to vote. Once the
election is underway, we can’t send additional ballots, change eBallot issued passwords,
or change email addresses. To do so could
potentially prevent our ability to have the
election certified by the neutral third-party,
eBallot.
Thanks so much for all you do. Thanks for
voting. Thanks for keeping those email addresses up to date.
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APA MEMBERS ANNOUNCEMENT
Ballots for the election and any runoff election will be sent to the email
address registered on the APA website, make sure you to keep your email
current.
It will also ensure that you continue receiving important messages and publications from the APA.

Register
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2021 APA Election Candidates
DON KRAPOHL
PRESIDENT-ELECT CANDIDATE

Fellow members of the APA, I am writing
to solicit your support for my candidacy
for the office of President Elect. The following is background for why I seek this
office.
I have witnessed the great strides the Association has taken over the years and
had the distinct joy as a former Board
member of working beside many of those
who brought about the biggest advancements. Members with long memories will
recognize that over the past two decades
the organization transformed itself from
a trade group into a community of professionals. It was in this recent era the expression “best practices” was first introduced and became our common goal.
We now face new challenges and new opportunities, the most prominent among
them brought about by the ongoing pandemic. These times have been very painful for most of us, personally and in our
careers. As painful as the pandemic continues to be, the responses by national

leaders to the pandemic, good and bad,
offer us lessons we might use to address
the Association’s challenges.
There are three lessons I see we can take
from adept government responses over
the past year. They are: The value of an
early and persistent focus on the needs
of the people; Clear communication, and;
Strong leadership.
Regarding the first lesson, I would propose to the Board as an initial step a survey of the membership to find out what
the needs are. The APA Strategic Plan
could be resurrected and updated with
the survey feedback, with accountability
for getting those tasks accomplished.
While the Board is clearly working hard
for the membership, there does not yet
exist a formal mechanism for determining and prioritizing member needs, and
for ensuring they are addressed. I believe
an energetic effort to solicit membership
input will lead to greater engagement and
more rapid progress.
APA Magazine 2021, 54 (2)
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On the value of communication, as a first
step I envision a fresh look at our website. I believe we can leverage it to provide more benefits to members. Can we
create a secure discussion board behind
the password screen so examiners can
share tips and advice? Can we stream
useful presentations to members that
were recorded at seminars or specifically for our platform? Can we develop and
post a list of volunteer mentors that our
newest school graduates can reach out
to for advice? We have a wonderful site,
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and there is more that it can do to support
our communication needs.
It is on the final lesson, leadership, I need
your help. I ask your vote to allow me to
work with the Board in moving these initiatives, and others you convey, forward. I
commit to tirelessly executing the duties
of the office, to listening to you, and getting the job done. While I hope you will
cast your vote for me, regardless of whom
you choose I strongly urge you to participate in the election when electronic voting opens on May 30th.
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2021 APA Election Candidates
DAVID WILLOUGHBY
PRESIDENT-ELECT CANDIDATE

Hello, I am running for President Elect of
the American Polygraph Association. I
am asking for your vote.
In 1983, I began my law enforcement career in the US Air Force. I was honorably
discharged as an E-5. In 1988, I joined
the Charleston County Sheriff’s Office
(CCSO), where I worked many different
assignments leading up to my licensing as a polygraph examiner. I graduated
from the American International Institute of Polygraph on October 26, 2007. I
received my South Carolina Intern Polygraph license on November 8, 2007. I
became a member of the American Polygraph Association on December 15 2009.
I administered over 2000 polygraphs; I
supervised another 2000 polygraphs;
and had the pleasure of mentoring 9 intern examiners through their 150 test internship. In 2018 I received the William L.
and Robbie S. Bennett Memorial Award. I
am a member of the 2020-21 APA’s Ethics and Grievance Committee. In 2021, I
retired from CCSO, as the Polygraph Pro-

gram Manager with 32 years of service.
A couple of months later, I started with
the Berkeley County Sheriff’s Office.
I am not the guy that can develop a new
polygraph theory, nor can I run a scientific
study. I am an examiner; just like you. And
just like you, I lost and won cases in the interview room. I have also seen peers and
subordinates struggle with interviews.
Over the years, I developed a deep admiration for the polygraph examiner that is
inquisitive enough to ask the tough questions; has the ability to get the examinee
to talk; and the integrity to work a case
properly. Throughout our careers we are
told how important it is to get a confession. How many times were you told that
it is all about the pre-test; and how times
has your case teetered on the post-test
confession? As I looked for relevant polygraph classes, I saw class after class on
Test Data Analysis, and Quality Control,
but too little time given to interviewing
techniques. Charts and scores are critiAPA Magazine 2021, 54 (2)
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cal, but it is the confession that is the focal point in the pretrial meeting with the
defense. Let’s get the training we need to
get us our end goal: the confession.
For many years I was a stand-alone examiner, and after helping 9 interns become
examiners, I understand the fears that
come-along with such a situation. I am
currently blessed locally with a strong
support group of examiners and I want
that for every examiner. As the APA
President, I will strive to support the stan-
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dalone examiner and our most important
members, the new examiners, who are
the future of polygraph by advocating
for a system that allows them access to
experienced examiners with the goal of
improving the worth of polygraph to our
clients and employers.
Thank you for taking the time to read this
letter. I would be honored to represent us
all as the APA President. I am asking for
your vote for APA President Elect.
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2021 APA Election Candidates
MIKE GOUGLER
DIRECTOR 1 CANDIDATE

I would like to take this opportunity to ask
for your support and vote as I seek the
office of Director 1 in the American Polygraph Association. I have served in various positions on the APA Board for over
15 years, the last 10 as Seminar Chair for
the annual training seminar.
For those of you that do not know me,
here is a summary of my experience in
the polygraph profession. I served 38
years in the law enforcement profession
and graduated from Sam Houston State
University with a B.S. degree in Law Enforcement and Police Science. I am also a
graduate of the Northwestern University
School of Police Staff and Command. In
2013, I honorably retired as the Deputy
Director of the Texas Racing Commission
and in 2008 I honorably retired from the
Texas Department of Public Safety where
I held the position of Assistant Commander of the Criminal Intelligence Service. I was the founder and previous director of the Texas DPS Law Enforcement

Polygraph School and the Commander of
the polygraph program for approximately
15 years. I had the honor of serving the
State of Texas on the Polygraph Examiners Board under various governors for 10
years. I am a member of the American Association of Police Polygraphists and the
Texas Association of Law Enforcement
Polygraph Investigators. I have been a licensed polygraph examiner since 1983. I
am currently the President of The Gougler
Company LLC. In 2013, I co-founded the
National Polygraph Academy with Pam
Shaw, where I currently serve as the Director of Continuing Education Programs.
Each member of the board is asked to
assist the mission of the President, however, I would also like to continue to advocate fiscal responsibility while increasing
the benefits to members, supporting additional training opportunities, and ensuring that our model policies and standards
of practice continue to enhance the polygraph profession.
APA Magazine 2021, 54 (2)
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While I have served our association for
the past decade as Seminar Chair, this position did not carry a vote. I see many important decisions on the horizon. Based
on the diversity of my experience, I believe
that I can best protect the interest of the
membership as a voting member of the
Board. For this reason, I am asking you to
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place your confidence in me so that I can
continue to serve the APA, the membership and the polygraph profession.
Working together we can accomplish the
mission of the APA to Seek the Truth.
Your friend and colleague,
Mike
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2021 APA Election Candidates
JAMIE McCLOUGHAN
DIRECTOR 3 CANDIDATE

Dear fellow members and professionals.
It has been my great honor to serve you
as a director, president-elect, president,
and chairman. I am humbly asking for
your support in my bid for re-election to
the position of Director 3.
For those who don’t know me, I am a fulltime polygraph examiner with the Michigan State Police and hold the rank of detective sergeant. I have been with the department for over 26 years and assigned
to the Polygraph Section for 21 of those
years. In addition to testing, I conduct
training and research, as may be necessary for the advancement of credibility
assessment in the field. Some of the areas I have conducted research and training in are concealed information testing
(CIT), countermeasures, and voice stress
(e.g. CVSA and LVA).
In my years of service, I have continued
to be assigned to the position of Chair of
the Education Accreditation Committee

(EAC) and tasked with continually updating and implementing the Education and
Training Program Accreditation Manual.
For those who don’t know, this manual
sets forth the requirements programs,
previously referred to as schools, must
meet in order to be APA accredited. This
committee is one of the busiest and not
a week goes by were something needs to
be accomplished on it. The committee,
its volunteers, and the Board of Directors
strive to ensure that prospective students
of our profession are put first and have
the structural building blocks to start out
their career on the right foot. The committee is working on updating the model of
how education and training is delivered,
so as to bring it up to date with current
higher education practices.
In closing, if elected, I will continue to
work for the membership to strengthen
our profession to face current and future challenges. I will strive to do these
things with the foresight in mind that enAPA Magazine 2021, 54 (2)
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sures that we are proactively addressing
future issues and implementing necessary change to help us face them. Thank
you for your consideration and support.
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Should you have any questions or just
wish to contact me for further information, you may email me at mcclougj@
gmail.com.
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2021 APA Election Candidates
BRIAN R. MORRIS
DIRECTOR 3 CANDIDATE

I am grateful to the American Polygraph
Association and all of the opportunities
membership in this organization has provided me during my career. From being
able to attend an accredited polygraph
school, the American International Institute of Polygraph in Morrow, Georgia, to
membership in state organizations recognized by the APA: Utah, California, Maryland and Idaho; the American Polygraph
Association has always had a hand in every step of my polygraph career. That is
why I have taken this opportunity to participate in the upcoming election and ask
for your consideration when you decide
how you would like to see this great organization move forward.
I began my polygraph career as a private
examiner in the PCSOT arena. I worked
side by side with Department of Corrections personnel in California, Utah, Idaho,
Wyoming, and Washington. Through my
Utah state licensing internship, I was afforded the opportunity to work with both
state and local law enforcement and be-

came a member of the American Association of Police Polygraphists. After becoming a full member of the APA, I continued my education and became a Certified Primary Instructor and continue to
teach and lecture today. I graduated from
the University of Idaho College of Law in
2012 and have been admitted to practice
law in the state of Utah. Finally, I had the
opportunity to become a federal examiner and work with another excellent group
of polygraph professionals. While there, I
earned additional Master’s degrees in Forensic Psychology and Criminal Justice. I
know and understand each of our unique
shareholders that are part of the APA, law
enforcement, federal, and private examiners.
I have had the opportunity to work as a
board member in the past with President
Darryl Starks, Sabino Martinez, and our
incoming President Roy Ortiz. I believe
that my varied experiences in each of our
shareholder arenas will allow me to represent each of you in ways that others canAPA Magazine 2021, 54 (2)
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not. I understand the difficulties you each
face and can bring those to the attention
of the other board members and our leadership. It is time for fresh perspectives
and new energy for our board.
We need to do the things that are necessary to strongly protect our well deserved
professional reputations. Our organization is at the forefront of many areas of
polygraph. Whether it is continuing education, initial training, or research and development of new techniques and stan-
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dards, we need someone who can speak
for all of the different stakeholders our
organization represents. I believe that my
experience working as all three types of
examiner would allow me to help our organization continue to move forward as
the preeminent place for the profession of
polygraphy. I look forward to this upcoming election and respectfully ask for your
support. I hope to have the opportunity to
work with incoming President Ortiz and
the other members of the board. I can be
reached at pps-utah@hotmail.com.

MEMBERSHIP NEWS

2021 APA Election Candidates
J. PATRICK O’BURKE
DIRECTOR 5 CANDIDATE

I am running for Director #5 of the American Polygraph Association (APA). The
APA was created in 1966 as a non-profit
organization and depended on volunteers who sacrificed their time to benefit
the growth of the APA. Times have now
changed. The APA now has a bank account holding approximately 1.94 million
dollars ($1,946,632.00).
This funding is used for full time support
in meeting organization needs. A National Office Manager, and an assistant,
as well as the school accreditation program manager work daily to meet the ongoing demands of the organization. The
total salary for these three positions is
$140,937.00 per year.
The APA also provides stipends (pay) for
its ex-officio members. Historically, these
were volunteers (who have other full time
jobs) that support the organization as
their time permitted. The Board currently
compensates a Legal Counsel, a Treasurer, an Editor, a Managing Editor, a Seminar
Program Chair, and a Web Administrator

as ex-officio Board members. The total
yearly compensation for these positions
is $125,733.00. Essentially, this compensation almost equals the total National
Office salaries. As well, more board positions mean substantially more travel related costs to mid-year and annual meetings. Without criticism of these people, it
is simply time for the APA to grow beyond
this model of staffing support.
I am asking for your vote to elect me as
a fiscally conservative board member.
My plan will lower the number of formal
and ex-officio board positions, replace
mid-year conferences at expensive resort
locations with teleconferencing, and reduce related and unnecessary costs. I
will demand a job study that evaluates
“paid volunteers” and examines hiring full
time staff to work directly for the National
Office.
The APA is financially sound. As evidence, the Board recently voted for a Cost
of Living Adjustment pay raise and is
holding a midyear meeting costing near
APA Magazine 2021, 54 (2)
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$40,000.00. Perhaps these are necessary. While deliberating their importance,
why was no consideration given to the
membership? The Board is acutely aware
the global pandemic has severely impacted our profession. With close to two million dollars in the APA account, it would
have been prudent to also reduce annual
membership renewal dues.
If you elect me to the Board my agenda is
simple. I will work to bring to a vote the
motions (or actions) necessary for the
following items:
Reduce membership renewal dues by
50% for the next two years.
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Reduce the current board from eight directors to four directors, plus the President, President Elect and Chairman.
Commission a job study to examine paid
ex-officio duties and the feasibility of replacing those with full time employees.
Prohibit current Board members from receiving an APA award while actively serving.
I will not waste your time talking about
servant leadership. My agenda demonstrates what I stand for. The Board oversees a financially sound organization.
My work as a board member will focus on
supporting you. Thank you for your vote
and be safe.
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2021 APA Election Candidates
ERIKA THIEL
DIRECTOR 5 CANDIDATE

To all Members of the APA, I would like to
ask for your continued support for my candidacy as the incumbent to the Director 5
position. With the near completion of the
revisions to the PCSOT model policy, here
are my goals and how they can help association members should I be given the
opportunity to remain on the board.
My first goal is to continue the advancement and growth of the PCSOT community. The changes made to the model
policy will lead to necessary adjustments
to the operation policy. This provides an
opportunity to discuss changes to the
PCSOT Training course. These changes
would allow the course to become more
beneficial for private examiners to create
better relationships with ATSA providers
and State Funders, as well as law enforcement who are testing convicted offenders who have been accused of reoffending. The PCSOT Committee reviewed the
course outline and decided this was not
an appropriate course to be taught online
as it stands now. This is also something

I want to look at, as we are adopting our
polygraph schools to accommodate a
post COVID world. This will help the development of continuing education for
PCSOT to better educate examiners on
developing resources within the offender
community to safeguard PCSOT examiners from being outdated. Ideally, these
changes could lead to ATSA reviewing
their stance on juvenile testing.
I have also been in discussion with Donald Krapohl about what we would like
to see for the association’s future. Mr.
Krapohl and I align on very similar ideas,
especially when it comes to the ability of
using the website as a platform to be educational and advantageous for members.
I continually encourage communication
from all members in my board reports.
However, we can be doing more to make
engagement easier through the website.
We should be utilizing discussion boards
for members to engage with one another
on. This would not be a chat room style;
I foresee a structured platform where it is
APA Magazine 2021, 54 (2)
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easy to find the information one is looking for. This can allow members to have
more engagement with committees if
they are not a committee member, allow
graduates an opportunity to seek additional information, and networking opportunities for peer review or partnerships.
I also have been in discussion with law
enforcement agencies since there have
been several humanitarian movements
that have occurred within the last year.
There is a lot of information that the APA
needs to look into and discuss when
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it comes to these humanitarian movements. I want to look at how we can offer
information to examiners that is informative without overstepping local and legal
legislation and law. As law enforcement
has been looked at under a heavy scope,
now more than ever is a time to ensure
that our law enforcement examiners are
taken care of.
I ask for your vote in this upcoming election if you find value in what I have done
and plan to do.
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2021 APA Election Candidates
LISA RIBACOFF
DIRECTOR 7 CANDIDATE

Dear Membership:
Please allow this letter to serve as my selfnomination for the position of Director 7
for the American Polygraph Association’s
Board of Directors. I was elected to this
position two years ago and am seeking
your vote to retain my position.
I have been a member of the American
Polygraph Association since February
2012 and two years ago, I wrote a candidate statement seeking the support
of the membership and their confidence
in electing me to the Board of Directors.
I sought this position because I wanted
to have the opportunity to serve at the
pleasure of the membership. I had opinions and ideas that I wanted to share and
hoped to put into effect. I believed there
was a need to improve communication
efforts not just from the Board of Directors and National Office to the members
but amongst the members ourselves.

After serving as first Co-Chair of the Communications and Public Relations Committee with Director Thiel and then Chair,
it has shown me how important it is to
not only be a reliable source of information via social media and through board
reports, but to also ensure that you, the
members, are engaged in the dialogue
and are aware of the decisions that are
occurring. By utilizing our social media
pages to connect with our international
members, we have been able to streamline the most up to date information to
be received faster than waiting on the
APA Magazine to be issued or receiving
an email from the National Office. Not
only do I want to continue to focus on the
dialogue if re-elected to the board, but I
would like to create engaging and interacting features to highlights our members’ stories from the field. This past year
we have created contests on our social
media pages which have received positive feedback and this is something I also
hope to continue.
APA Magazine 2021, 54 (2)
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I’ve had the honor of serving the membership these past two years and hope that
I can continue this opportunity. I believe
that there is more work to be done and
with the help of the membership asking
questions, voicing your concerns as well
as what your needs are, I am able to as-
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sist to the best of my ability and with the
assistance of the other members of the
Board of Directors.
Thank you for your time and best of luck
to all the candidates seeking office this
election cycle.
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Olivia & Gordy
Submitted by
Desiree Wuthenow

Bill & Rosie
Submitted by
Walt Goodson
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Luna
Submitted by
Sergio Henao

Atlas & Wilding
Submitted by
Dami Shola

Bramble
Submitted by
David Willoughby
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Oscar
Submitted by
Lisa Jacocks

Brownie, Bonnie Blue
& Rocky
Submitted by
Erika Thiel
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ConneCt
with us!
APA Social Media Accounts
AS OF MARCH 24/2021

Facebook:
American Polygraph Association
facebook.com/www.polygraph.org

Current Followers: 1,609

Instagram:
@American_Polygraph_Association

Current Followers: 455
Twitter:
@APA_Polygraph

Current Followers:187
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American Polygraph Association
Award Nomination Form
NOMINEE:
AWARD:
DATE:
PROPOSED CITATION: Summarize in your own words the specific achievement or contribution which inspired the nomination. Limit is 500 characters (i.e., approximately 80
words).

BACKGROUND: Succinctly describe the reason for the nomination, including dates
and significance of relevant accomplishments, their impact in the larger world, and the
ways in which they meet the requirements of the specific award. Use complete sentences without abbreviations. Limit is 1800 characters (i.e., approximately 275 words).
Additional biographical material may be attached but is limited to 3 typed pages.

American Polygraph Association
118 Lee Parkway Dr. Ste. 205 • Chattanooga, TN 37421 • Phone: (800) 272-8037
• Fax: (423) 894-5435
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American Polygraph Association
Award Nomination Form
NOMINATOR INFORMATION
NAME:
STREET ADDRESS:
CITY/TOWN:
STATE & ZIP:
PHONE NUMBER:
EMAIL:
DATE:
SIGNATURE:
General Information:
Any member of the Association may submit a nomination for an award. Award recipients are
selected by vote of the Awards Committee: Each committee member reviews the nominations
forms and ranks the candidates based on the significance of the accomplishments cited, their
relevance to the specific award, and the timeliness of the nomination. The committee chairperson does not vote and is not eligible for an award during his/her tenure.
Also, please note the following:
APA-member nominees must be current in all obligations to the association (e.g., dues).
Any auxiliary biographical material in electronic or hard copy attachments must be limited to 3
typed pages and will be retained in Association files.
Nominations must be received at least 75 days prior to the annual seminar to be considered.
Submit this form and supporting documentation (up to three pages) to
award_nominations@apapolygraph.org.

DEADLINE: JUNE 1, 2020
American Polygraph Association
118 Lee Parkway Dr. Ste. 205 • Chattanooga, TN 37421 • Phone: (800) 272-8037
• Fax: (423) 894-5435
APA Magazine 2021, 54 (2)
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American Polygraph Association
Formulario de Nominación de Premio
NOMBRE:
PREMIO:
FECHA:
CITA PROPUESTA: Resuma en sus propias palabras el logro específico o contribución
que inspiró la nominación. El límite es de 500 caracteres (es decir, aproximadamente
80 palabras).

ANTECEDENTES: Describa sucintamente el motivo de la nominación, incluidas las fechas y la importancia de los logros relevantes, su impacto en el mundo en general y las
formas en que cumplen con los requisitos del premio específico. Use oraciones completas sin abreviaturas. El límite es de 1800 caracteres (es decir, aproximadamente
275palabras). Se puede adjuntar material biográfico adicional, pero está limitado a 3
páginas mecanografiadas.

American Polygraph Association
118 Lee Parkway Dr. Ste. 205 • Chattanooga, TN 37421 • Phone: (800) 272-8037
• Fax: (423) 894-5435
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American Polygraph Association
Formulario de Nominación de Premio
INFORMACIÓN DEL NOMINADOR
NOMBRE:
DIRECCIÓN:
CIUDAD/PUEBLO:
ZIP ESTADO Y PAÍS:
NÚMERO DE TEL. :
EMAIL:
FECHA:
SIGNATURE:
Información general:
Cualquier miembro de la Asociación puede presentar una nominación para un premio. Los ganadores del premio se seleccionan por votación del Comité de Premios: cada miembro del comité
revisa los formularios de nominación y clasifica a los candidatos en función de la importancia
de los logros citados, su relevancia para el premio específico y la oportunidad de la nominación.
El presidente del comité no vota y no es elegible para un premio durante su mandato.
Además, tenga en cuenta lo siguiente:
Los nominados de los miembros de la APA deben estar al día en todas las obligaciones con la
asociación (por ejemplo, cuotas).
Cualquier material biográfico auxiliar en archivos adjuntos electrónicos o impresos debe limitarse a 3 páginas mecanografiadas y se conservará en los archivos de la Asociación.
Las nominaciones deben recibirse al menos 75 días antes del seminario anual para ser consideradas.
Envíe este formulario y la documentación de respaldo (hasta tres páginas)
award_nominations@apapolygraph.org.

FECHA TOPE: 1 DE JUNIO, 2020
American Polygraph Association
118 Lee Parkway Dr. Ste. 205 • Chattanooga, TN 37421 • Phone: (800) 272-8037
• Fax: (423) 894-5435
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A Notice From the Awards Committee
It is time for members to submit recommendations for the APA Awards. As a general reminder, and specific information for new members, there are five (5) member nominated
awards presented annually at the banquet of our Annual Seminar. The nomination form
for the above listed awards can be found on the APA website in both English and Spanish.
Please send any nominations for APA annual awards to:
awards_nominations@apapolygraph.org
Due Date: The due date for award nominations this year is June 1, 2021
Cleve Backster Award
Honoring an individual or group that advances the polygraph profession through tireless dedication to standardization of polygraph principles and practices.
2006 American Association of Police
Polygraphists (AAPP)
2007 Richard Keifer
2008 Christopher L. Fausett
2009 Gary D. Light
2010 Michael C. Gougler
2011 Raymond I. Nelson
2013 David Raskin

2014 Mark Handler
2015 Stuart M. Senter
2016 Jason Lim
2017 Ana Von Schmeling
2018 Chip Morgan
2019 Mark Smith
2020 Mark Pszenny

William L. and Robbie S. Bennett Memorial Award
Honoring unrelenting efforts and display of ability in the interest of the American Polygraph Association.
1985 Eric J. Holden/William J. Scheve, Jr.
1986 Albert D. Snyder
1987 Charles L. Pedersen
1988 Al & Dorothea Clinchard
1989 Timothy L. Schroeder
1990 David Devine
1991 Michael H. Capps
1992 Robbie S. Bennett
1993 Steven K. Bartlett
1994 Donald A. Weinstein
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1995 John R. Schwartz
1996 David L. Motsinger
1997 Vickie T. Murphy
1998 Donnie W. Dutton
1999 Richard E, Widup, Jr
2000 Milton O. Webb, Jr.
2001 Jimmy Morris
2002 T. V. O’Malley
2003 Lawrence Wasser
2004 Emanuel Bauman

MEMBERSHIP NEWS
2005 Charles E. Slupski
2006 Stuart M. Senter
2007 Esther M. Harwell
2008 Jimmy Swinford
2009 John R. Schwartz
2010 Melanie Javens
2011 Marty Z. Oelrich
2012 Chad Russell

2013 Gert Els
2014 Sue Luttrell
2015 William “Bill” Gillespie
2016 Jean Galianos
2017 David Ehrmann
2018 David Willoughby
2020 Desiree Wuthenow

David L. Motsinger Horizon Award
In recognition of a new shining star in the profession or association who early in their
career demonstrates loyalty, professionalism and dedication to the polygraph profession (less than 10 years).
2006 James McCloughan
2007 Barry Cushman
2008 Mark Handler
2009 Rebecca A. Ritchie
2010 Pamela K. Shaw
2011 Walt Goodson
2012 Joseph L. Thomas, III
2013 David Van Wyngaard

2014 Jennifer Tooker
2015 Marcin Golaszewski
2016 Said Khamzin
2017 Katie Leggett
2018 James Streifel
2019 Erika Thiel
2020 Ashley Alicea

John E. Reid Award
For distinguished achievements in polygraph research, teaching or writing.
1983 Norman Ansley
1984 Frank Horvath
1985 J. Kirk Barefoot
1986 Frank Horvath
1987 Joseph P. Buckley
1988 Shirley H. Sturm
1989 William J. Yankee
1990 Stanley Abrams
1991 DOD Polygraph Institute
1992 Michael H. Capps
1993 Donald A. Weinstein
1994 Dale E. Olsen/John C. Harris

1995 Sylvia B. Gage/Eric J. Holden
1996 Robert P. Cole
1997 James A. Matte
1998 Gordon H. Barland
1999 Gordon W. Moore
2000 Donald J. Krapohl
2001 Bruce White
2002 Richard O. Arther
2003 Cleve Backster
2004 Ronald E. Decker
2005 Gordon H. Barland
2006 Donald J. Krapohl
APA Magazine 2021, 54 (2)
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2007 Billy H. Thompson
2008 Stuart M. Senter
2009 University of Utah Polygraph Research Group: Ronald A. Craig; Charles R.

Honts; Steven W. Horowitz; John C. Kircher; John A. Podlesney; David C. Raskin
and Louis I. Rovner.

Leonarde Keeler Award
For long and distinguished service to the Polygraph Profession.
1983 A. E. Clinchard
1984 Raymond J. Weir, Jr.
1985 Eric J. Holden
1986 Norman Ansley
1987 Lynn P. Marcy
1988 Ronald E. Decker
1989 Robert A. Brisentine, Jr.
1990 Walter F. Atwood
1991 Edward L. Sneed
1992 Eric J. Holden
1993 James A. Lucas
1994 Robbie S. Bennett
1995 William J. Yankee
1996 David P. Bethea
1997 Cleve Backster
1998 Edward I. Gelb
1999 Lawrence Wasser
2000 William Teigen
2001 Robert G. Lundell
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2002 Daniel Sosnowski
2003 Leonard Harrelson
2004 Michael Gougler
2005 Elmer N. Criswell, Jr.
2006 John R. Schwartz
2007 William “Buddy” Sentner
2008 Steven D. Duncan
2009 Raymond I. Nelson
2010 Esther M. Harwell
2011 Antonio V. Suarez-Barrio
2012 Vickie T. Murphy-Carr
2013 Frank Horvath
2014 Gordon Barland
2015 Donald J. Krapohl
2016 Milton O. “Skip” Webb
2017 Craig Springer
2018 Shlomo Bruck
2019 Mordi Gazit
2020 Mark Handler

MEMBERSHIP NEWS
Board and/or President Nominated Awards
APA President’s Award

This award is given from time to time, at the discretion of the APA President, to a person or persons
who the President feels have provided extraordinary assistance throughout their presidency.

1978 A.E. Clinchard
1979 David Devine
1980 Lynn P. Marcy
1981 Charles Marino
1982 Edward I. Gelb
1983 Eric J. Holden
1984 A. E. Clinchard
1985 William L. Bennett
Robbie S. Bennett
1986 Edward I. Gelb
1987 Eric J. Holden
1988 Sylvia B. Gage
1989 Hugh E. Jones
1990 Robert A. Brisentine, Jr.
1991 Robert A. Brisentine, Jr.
& Robbie S. Bennett
1992 Norman Ansley
1993 William J. Scheve, Jr.
1994 Richard L. Putnam
1995 David L. Motsinger
1996 Donald A. Weinstein
1997 Robert M. Manners
1998 Gordon L. Vaughan
1999 Donald Krapohl & Vickie T. Murphy
2000 Donnie W. Dutton &
Robert A. Brisentine, Jr.

2001 Michael L. Smith
2002 Kay Logan (Lafayette Instrument
Company) & T.V. O’Malley
2003 Donald Weinstein
2004 Milton “Skip” Webb
2005 Vickie T. Murphy & T.V. O’Malley
2006 Michael Gougler
2007 Lawrence Wasser
2008 Roy Ortiz
2010 Marty Z. Oelrich &
V. Cholan Kopparumsolan
2011 Robbie S. Bennett &
Lisa Jacocks
2012 Donald J. Krapohl
2013 Gordon L. Vaughan
2014 Lisa Jacocks
2015 Walt Goodson &
Mark Handler
2016 James B. McCloughan
2017 Barry Cushman
2018 Donnie Dutton &
Lisa Jacocks
2019 Gordon Vaughan &
Mark Handler
2020 George Baranowski
(posthumously)

APA Cornerstone Lifetime Achievement Award

This award is given from time to time and as determined by the APA Board of Directors (BOD) to an
individual that the BOD has recognized as having made sustained and significant contributions to
the APA, its members and the polygraph profession beyond normal performance expectations.

APA Magazine 2021, 54 (2)
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William J. Yankee Memorial Scholarship
On July 30, 1999, the American Polygraph Association Board of Directors approved the funding
of an annual competitive scholarship, called the William J. Yankee Memorial Scholarship, in
honor of Dr. Yankee’s commitment and lasting contribution to examiner education. Under this
new program, the APA will underwrite the cost of basic polygraph training at an APA accredited
school for one candidate each year, up to $5,000.00.
To qualify, the candidate must:
1. Have a 4-year degree from an accredited college or university.
2. Submit an essay of up to 1000 words on detection of deception, interviewing,
interrogation, or related fields, with emphasis on what the candidate hopes to
contribute to the field as a polygraph examiner.
3. Submit at least two (2) letters of recommendations.
The individual that is awarded this scholarship, will select and attend an APA accredited basic
polygraph examiner training course. Upon graduation from training, they are expected to
qualify for APA membership.
Applicants must have the required documentation submitted to the National Office by June 1st
each year to compete for the scholarship, and must also include a cover letter, resume, with
the required essay and two letters of recommendation. An official college transcript issued
directly from the institution must also arrive to the National Office before the June 1st
deadline.
Criteria for selection of the single candidate will be academic success and a demonstrated
interest in the field of polygraph. The packets will be reviewed by the APA Education and
Training Committee, and the single candidate will be selected by majority vote of the Board of
Directors.
About William J. Yankee
William J. Yankee, who worked at WMU from 1960 until 1966, was a former Kalamazoo Police
Department detective and Friend of the Court for Kalamazoo County Circuit Courts. After
coming to WMU, he did polygraph research and taught local police how to administer the test.
He left WMU in 1966 to become president of Delta Community College. He was named
president of Northwestern Michigan College in 1974.
His expertise in polygraph was employed again after he left NMC to move to North Carolina to
work as a polygrapher and consultant. In 1987 he took over the U.S. Defense Department’s
Army Polygraph School which trains polygraphers for the FBI, Secret Service, armed services
and other government agencies. He retired in 1995 to homes in Traverse City and Pensacola,
Florida.
Yankee received bachelor’s and master’s degrees in psychology at WMU and a doctoral degree
in education from Michigan State University.
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YOUR PARTNER IN
PUBLIC SAFETY
Instrumentation
Software
Education & Training

Experience the Limestone Way

Innovative
Instrumentation &
Software

Best in Class
Technical Support

Free Software
Updates

Fast, Efficient
Shipping

Get Your APA CE Hours with the Backster School of Lie Detection
Online Polygraph Training Courses

Custom Private Online Training

Vareity of topics to choose from

For groups of 8 or more, the Backster School
of Lie Detection offers private online training
sessions. Select from our wide variety of
training topics and tailor the course to meet
your agency's needs.

Live training allows you to interact with
instructor
2 APA CE Hours/Course

Register online at BACKSTER.NET
2263 Princess St. Kingston, ON. K7M 3G1 | Ph: 613.507.4660 | LimestoneTech.com

TRAINING AND SEMINARS
AMERICAN POLYGRAPH ASSOCIATION
APA Accredited Programs
As of 03-31-2021
For an up to date list please visit:
https://www.apapolygraph.org/home

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE
OF POLYGRAPH
Director:
Address :
Country:
Phone:
Email:
Website:

Charles E. Slupski
619 Highway 138 W Suite C
Stockbridge, GA 30281
USA
770-960-1377
aiipolygraph@aiipolygraph.comcastbiz.net
www.polygraphschool.com/

BACKSTER SCHOOL OF LIE DETECTION
Director: Allan Schierer
Address : 2263 Princess Street
Kingston, ON, K7M 3G1
Country: Canada
613-507-4660
Phone:
aschierer@limestonetech.com
Email:
Website: Backster.net
BEHAVIORAL MEASURES POLYGRAPH
TRAINING CENTRE, UK
Director: Don Krapohl
Address : Behavioural Measures UK c/o Paul
Connon Suite 24, Arms Evertyne
House Quay Road Blyth
Northumberland England NE24 2AS
Country: United Kingdom
Phone:
803-463-10-96
Email:
donkrapohl@C3Acorp.com
Website: no website

CANADIAN POLICE COLLEGE POLYGRAPH
SCHOOL*
Director: Shaun Smith
Address : 1 Sandridge Dr.
Ottawa, Ontario K1G 3J2
Country: Canada
613-990-5025
Phone:
CPCregistrar.CFC_NCR.CFC_HQ@
Email:
rcmp-grc.gc.ca
Website: www.cpc-ccp.gc.ca/en/pec
CENTER FOR CREDIBILITY ASSESSMENT
S.A.C.

Director: Jose Anibal Torreblanca García
Address : Av. Circunvalación del Golf
los Incas 208
Office 801B, Tower III
Santiago de Surco 15023
Country: Peru
Phone:
gerencia@latam-credibility.com
Email:
Website: www.latam-credibility.com
CENTRO DE INVESTIGACION FORENSE
Y CONTROL DE CONFIANZA S.C.

Director: Jaime Raul Duran Valle
Address : Rodriguez Saro #523, Int. 501-A
Col. Del Valle
Del. Benito Juarez Mexico, D.F.
C.P. 03100
Country: Mexico
011-52-55-2455-4624
Phone:
informacion@el-poligrafo.com
Email:
Website: el-poligrafo.com

*Admission is limited to government or law enforcement students only.
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TRAINING AND SEMINARS
ESCUELA DE INTELIGENCIA Y CONTRAINTELIGENCIA:
Director: Lt. María Camila Jiménez Bayona
Address: Carrera 8A No. 101 - 33
Bogota
Country: Colombia
Phone:
-Email:
no email
Website: www.esici.edu.co/

INTERNATIONAL ACADEMY OF
POLYGRAPH:
Director:
Address:
Country:
Phone:
Email:
Website:

ESCUELA NACIONAL DE POLIGRAFIA
Director: Raymond I. Nelson
Address : Barrio Guadalupe, Edificio Hermitage
Tegucigalpa, Francisco Morazon 11101
Country: Honduras
Phone:
Raymond.nelson@gmail.com
Email:
Website: no website
ESCUELA NACIONAL DE POLIGRAFIA,
NATIONAL POLYGRAPH SCHOOL*
Director: Ana Silvia Von Schmelling
Address: Calle Cuauhtemoc # 168
Colonia Tisapan de San Angel,
Mexico City, 01059
Country: Mexico
Phone:
011-52-555-616-6273
Email:
lg151@balankan.net
Website: no website
GAZIT INTERNATIONAL POLYGRAPH
SCHOOL:
Director: Mordechai Gazit
Address: 29 Hamered Street Industry
Building
Tel Aviv
Country: Israel
Phone:
972 3 575 2488
Email:
office@gazit-poly.co.il
Website: http://www.polygraph-school.com/en

Michele Hoff
1835 S Perimeter Rd Ste 125
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309
USA
954-771-6900
dci@deception.com
www.deception.com/polygraph_
school.html

INTERNATIONAL POLYGRAPH STUDIES
CENTER
Director:
Address:

Country:
Phone:
Email:
Website:

Raymond I. Nelson
Insurgentes Sur # 1877, Piso 2,
Oficina 204, Col. Guadalupe Inn
Del. Alvaro Obregón
Mexico D.F. 06700
Mexico
(55) 5533 7349
iptc@poligrafia.com.mx
www.poligrafia.com.mx

KOREAN SUPREME PROSECUTORS
OFFICE POLYGRAPH ACADEMY*
Director: Cheol Bang
Address: 105 NDFC Supreme Prosecutor’s
Office, 157 Banpodaero, Seochogu
Seoul, 06590
Country: S. Korea
Phone:
082-2-3480-2144
Email:
roomiron@gmail.com
Website: no website

*Admission is limited to government or law enforcement students only.
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LATINAMERICAN POLYGRAPH INSTITUTE
Director: Manuel Novoa
Address: Carrera 46 # 93-70
Bogota
Country: Colombia
Phone:
57-12369630
Email:
Dirgeneral@latinpolygraph.com
Website: www.latinamericanpolygraph.com

MINDEF CENTRE FOR CREDIBILITY
ASSESSMENT*:
Director: Terence Leow
Address: Block 13, Mandai Camp 2
Mandai Road
Country: Singapore
Email:
MINDEF_CCA_SCHOOL@defence.
Website: gov.sg
www.mindef.gov.sg/

MARSTON POLYGRAPH ACADEMY:
Director: Gary Davis
Address: 390 Orange Show Lane
San Bernardino, CA 92408
Country: USA
Phone:
909-554-3883
Email:
info@marstonpolygraph.com
Website: www.marstonpolygraph.com

NATIONAL CENTER FOR CREDIBILITY
ASSESSMENT*:
Director: Zach Vaughn; Ron Kiefer; Stephanie
Liles
Address: 7540 Pickens Avenue
Fort Jackson, SC 29207-5000
Country: USA
Email:
NCCARegistrar@dodiis.mil
Website: www.ncca.mil

MARYLAND INSTITUTE OF CRIMINAL
JUSTICE:
Director: Billy H. Thompson
Address: 8424 Veterans Hwy Ste 3
Millersville MD 21108-0458
Country: USA
Phone:
410-987-6665
Email:
MDMICJ@aol.com
Website: www.micj.com

NATIONAL POLYGRAPH ACADEMY

MICHIGAN STATE POLICE POLYGRAPH
PROGRAM*:
Director: Tiffany Franzosi-Watson
Address: 7320 North Canal Road
Lansing, MI 48913
Country: USA
Phone:
Email:
no email
Website: no website

NCTC POLYGRAPH INSTITUTE:
Director: Elmer Criswell
Address: c/o Dept. of Military & Veteran’s Affairs Building 8-64 Fort Indiantown
Gap Annville, PA17003-5002
Country: USA
Phone:
717-861-9306
Email:
register@counterdrug.org
Website: www.counterdrug.org

Director:
Address:
Country:
Phone:
Email:
Website:

Pam Shaw
1890 Star Shoot Parkway,
Ste. 170-366 Lexington,KY 40509
USA
859-494-7429
shaw.national@gmail.com
www.nationalpolygraphacademy.
com

*Admission is limited to government or law enforcement students only.
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PEAK CREDIBILITY ASSESSMENT
TRAINING CENTER
Benjamin Blalock
1490 NE Pine Island Rd. Unit 7B
Cape Coral, FL 33909
Country: USA
Phone:
239-900-6800
Email:
info@peakcatc.com
Website: peakcatc.com/
SCHOOL OF INTELLIGENCE AND
COUNTERINTELLIGENCE (THE NATIONAL
POLICE OF COLOMBIA)*
Director:
Address:

Director:
Address:
Country:
Phone:
Email:
Website:

Lt. Col. Fernando Guzman Ramos
TC Jorge Zenen Lopez guerrero
Transversal 33 No 47a-35 Sur
Barrio Fatima
Colombia
57-3203023049
programaacademicopoligrafiapc@
gmail.com
www.policia.gov.co

THE POLYGRAPH INSTITUTE
Director: J. Patrick O’Burke
Address: 8546 Broadway Suite 225
San Antonio, TX 78217
Country: USA
Phone:
210-377-0200
Email:
info@thepolygraphinstitute.com
Website: thepolygraphinstitute.com

TUDOR ACADEMY
Director:
Address:
Country:
Phone:
Email:
Website:

Charles Speagle
Cra. 66, No. 42-103
Medellin
Colombia
(57) (4) 436-4178
info@tudoracademy.com
www.tudoracademy.com

VIRGINIA SCHOOL OF POLYGRAPH
Director: Darryl DeBow
Address: 7885 Coppermine Rd. Manassas
Virginia
Country: USA
Phone:
703-396-7659
Email:
polygraph11@comcast.net
Website: http://virginiaschoolofpolygraph.
com
VOLLMER POLYGRAPH
Director: Michael Lynch
Address: 22600 Savi Ranch Parkway A-13
Yorba Linda, CA, 92887
Country: USA
Phone:
(800) 295-6041
Email:
inquire@vollmerinstitute.com
Website: www.vollmerinstitute.com

*Admission is limited to government or law enforcement students only.
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La f aye tte Inst r u m en t a n d t h e L X 6
5-Year Wa r ra nt y, U n l i m i t e d D e d i c a ti on
Receive up t o a $2,000 d i sco u n t on trade-i ns or up g ra d e s !

S E C U R E T H E F U T U R E TM
www.lafayettepolygraph.com
polygraph@lafayetteinstrument.com
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President´s Message
Sabino Martinez Jr., President

Greetings everyone:
We recently completed our mid-year APA meeting, and I have some very exciting news
to share with my fellow APA members. I am pleased to announce the seminar will be
held at The Hilton in Austin, Texas. For various reasons the Board felt that for this year
Austin provided the best venue for the seminar. Although the destination has changed,
the seminar dates remain the same.
Our treasurer, Chad Russell, reported there is currently about 1.95 million in the organization’s bank account. In consideration of those members who suffered losses due to
COVID, and to promote our seminar, the board has approved a 100.00 dollar reduction in
the seminar fees for our 2021 seminar. The board members agreed the reduction of the
seminar fees would not adversely affect our organization this year. I would suggest you
begin making the necessary arrangements to attend, and register as soon as possible
to obtain the best rate possible.
I was informed. through the board committee reports, that there are very few nominations for this year’s awards. Please start thinking of that exceptional member who
has gone above and beyond, and deserves recognition. As a motion was voted on and
passed that prohibits board members from receiving any awards made by the awards
committee so I fully expect the membership to carry out these nominations. Please
remember our upcoming elections for both board positions and for the president elect.
I urge you to take the time to research your candidates before casting your vote.
APA Magazine 2021, 54 (2)
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On a final note, our organization is approximately 2,500 members strong. It is a wheel
that constantly requires balancing to keep it running smoothly. One of the most effective ways to keep this organization running smoothly is to continue to hold meetings
in person. These face to face interactions are essential. Out of necessity, virtual meetings have become the norm. Meetings are much more effective, as well as efficient,
when held in person. In person meetings do not have the technological problems that
we have all experienced. Information can be misunderstood when done virtually. The
list could go on and on. All elected board members volunteer their time at no cost to
the APA, except for having their expenses reimbursed to secure their presence. Many
other things were considered and discussed during the business meeting and the ideas
of great minds began to flow, which is why a board is most productive when there are
several of us giving our different points of view.
Please continue to stay safe, and I look forward to seeing everyone in Austin!
Sabino Martinez
APA President
Until next time, God Bless and be safe.

Saludos a Todos.
Recientemente completamos nuestra reunión de APA de mitad de año y tengo noticias
muy interesantes para compartir con mis compañeros miembros de la APA. Me complace informarles que nuestro congreso se llevara a cabo en Austin, Texas en el hotel
Hilton, el cual algunos de ustedes ya han tenido la oportunidad de asistir en seminarios
pasados. La decisión de hacer este cambio fue llevada a cabo por el consejo ya que por
varias razones Austin, Texas ofrecería la mejor opción para nuestros miembros. Cabe
señalar que las fechas establecidas para este seminario continúan siendo las mismas.
Por otra parte, nuestro tesorero Chad Russell, nos informó que actualmente hay cerca
de 1.95 millones en la cuenta bancaria de la organización. Así mismo, en consideración a todos aquellos miembros que sufrieron directa o indirectamente perdidas debido al COVID y con la finalidad de continuar promoviendo la participación de ustedes a
nuestro seminario, la junta aprobó una reducción de 100 dólares en las tarifas del semi60
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nario de este año; ya que acorde con lo manifestado por lo miembros de la junta, todos
coincidieron en señalar que la reducción de las tarifas de este seminario, no afectaría
negativamente nuestra organización. Por tal motivo, les sugiero que comiencen hacer
su registración lo antes posible para obtener la mejor tarifa posible.
Es importante comentarles que fui informado por parte de los miembros del Comité de
Premios, que hasta este momento hay muy pocas nominaciones para los premios de
este año. Les sugiero atentamente que no olviden hacernos llegar sus nominaciones;
ustedes seguramente sabrán de alguno de sus compañeros poligrafistas que reúna
las características requeridas para alguno de los premios y que pueda ser considerado
para ganar uno de estos. Relacionado con esto, les comento que se aprobó una moción que prohíbe a los miembros de la junta recibir cualquier premio otorgado por el
comité de premios. Por favor recuerde nuestras próximas elecciones para cargos en la
junta y para el presidente electo. Les insto a que se tomen el tiempo de investigar a sus
candidatos antes de emitir su voto.
En una nota final, nuestra organización tiene contabilizados 2,500 miembros, consideramos que para mantener esta organización funcionando sin problemas es preciso
continuar celebrando reuniones en persona. Estas interacciones cara a cara son fundamentales, son mucho más efectivas y eficientes. Las reuniones presenciales no
tienen los problemas tecnológicos que todos hemos experimentado. La información
puede malinterpretarse cuando se hace de forma virtual, la lista podría seguir y seguir
y sobre todos, las reuniones presenciales dan la oportunidad de poder resolver dudas
directamente con los miembros de la junta, los cuales ofrecen tiempo extra de forma
voluntaria, sin costo agregado para APA, más que lo presupuestado para asegurar su
presencia. Muchas otras cosas fueron consideradas y discutidas durante la reunión
de negocios y las ideas de grandes mentes comenzaron fluir, por lo que una reunión
es más productiva cuando somos varios los que damos nuestros diferentes puntos de
vista.
Les mando un gran abrazo y esperamos verlos en Austin, Texas!
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Board of Directors’ Reports
Roy Ortiz

President Elect
Six months and counting until the APA’s
55th Annual Seminar and Workshop in
Austin, Texas. August 29 to September
3, 2021
Please submit your nominations for APA
Awards by June 1st.
The nomination form is on the APA’s website homepage.
The Winter Board of Directors’ meeting
was just completed in Colorado Springs,
Colorado on March 27th. On- going projects, Director’s proposals and members
suggestions were thoroughly discussed.

Committee and Barry Cushman were instrumental in creating this form. Thank
you for your efforts and dedication.
This form was created to help maintain a
high level of transparency, address potential training issues and for tracking purposes.
The SOP’s of the Ethics and Grievance
Committee were recently revised. Chris
Lombardi spearheaded this project with
input from the committee members. The
Board of Directors is currently reviewing
the proposed revisions.
Your input is being requested….
In order to improve the polygraph profession, I am asking for your assistance in
creating a five-year strategic plan for the
APA.
Please submit your suggestions to me at:
presidentelect@polygraph.org.

By the time this APA’s Magazine is published, an Online Complaint form will be
posted to the APA’s website homepage.
The members of the Ethics and Grievance
62
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Each sector of the APA (Private, Law Enforcement and Government) faces their
own unique challenges that should be
shared for educational purposes. No two
APA members are alike, different personal
experiences, education and professional
backgrounds. I would like to harness this
wealth of knowledge in order to move the
APA towards specific goals which will
benefit all its members.

FROM THE BOARD
There are countless number of areas that
may overlap into the polygraph profession. Not only are the traditional topics
(Interrogation techniques and test formats) important, but maybe fields like artificial intelligence could be another “tool”
for examiners.
The resources that examiners are exposed to (College courses, books and
studies that posted on the Internet etc.)
are limitless. Using the words we have all
heard before “Think outside the box”.
Yes, I have my own goals for the APA, but
your ideas are equally if not more important.
“Members First”

Darryl Starks

Chairman of The Board
Greetings to my fellow APA members. I
hope this communication finds you and
your loved ones safe and doing well, as
we say goodbye to the winter weather and
welcome the spring season. In March, the
Board of Director’s met in person for the
2021 Mid-Year business/planning meeting in Colorado Springs, CO. This was the
first time we have met, in person, since
the 2019 annual seminar in Orlando, FL!
Our ability to meet in person for the first
time in over 18 months, offers hope of a
gradual return to normal operations.
COVID-19 has had a devastating effect on
our way of life for more than a year now.
Social distancing, the wearing of PPE and

the development of vaccines is loosening
the grip of this virus, but the recovery will
take time. This is evident in the gradual
re-opening of schools, businesses and hotels. The Board of Director’s have made
the decision to proceed with the 2021 annual training seminar. However, for various reasons, the Board voted unanimously to move the 2021 seminar to the Austin
Hilton, the site of previous APA seminars.
We look forward to seeing you all in Austin, TX!
The 2021 election cycle is underway. In
this edition of the APA Magazine, you will
find the names of fellow members aspiring to the offices of APA President-Elect,
Director 1, Director 3, Director 5 and Director 7. As members of the APA, each of us
has the solemn duty to participate fully in
the election process. I encourage each of
you to take the time to review the qualifications and platforms of each candidate.
Your selection will help shape the future
of the APA and the polygraph profession
as a whole.
Please continue to stay vigilant and stay
safe and I personally look forward to seeing all of you in Austin.
Onward and Upward!

Mike Gougler
Seminar Chair

Fellow Professionals,
Plans are moving forward for the 55 th
Annual APA Seminar to be held August
APA Magazine 2021, 54 (2)
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29 through September 3, 2021 in Austin.
The conference will be held at the beautiful Austin Hilton. In the historic 6th street
entertainment district. Help us celebrate
the 100th anniversary of polygraph in the
United States.
Your board of directors, understanding
the current COVID environment, has approved a reduction in the 2021 seminar
fee to $300 for APA members. With this
fee reduction, quality training, and a very
favorable room rate, we encourage to
make your reservations early, as we expect to sell out our allotment of rooms.
The Hilton has a program named Hilton EventReady with CleanStay, a global
meeting and events program designed to
ensure a clean, flexible, safe and socially
distant meeting. Below are two links describing the CleanStay program.
About Hilton EventReady with CleanStay
Hilton Event Ready Cleaning Infographic

of these services, the cost will be $100
per person if you pay at the door. Those
paying in advance before arriving at the
seminar will be charged $50. Please take
advantage of the discount by paying early so we can better project the number of
headsets required. (No headset will be issued without payment.)
I would again like to thank all of our sponsors for their support.
See you in Austin.
Michael Gougler Seminar Chair

Chad Rusell
Treasurer

Hello everyone! I hope this report finds
you all healthy and happy. I know most
everyone reading this report has been
greatly impacted by the pandemic, in one
way or another, over the last year or so.
Many of us have either personally lost
loved ones, or know someone who has.

A schedule of classes is currently posted
on the APA website. Please remember to
nominate deserving individuals for the
various APA awards. The deadline for
nominations is June 1, 2021.

We have all just returned from the Board
of Directors mid-year meeting in Colorado Springs, CO. Since we were unable to
meet in person at a national seminar last
year, I wanted to give a written report with
the same information I would have given
then. I have found that in the absence of
actual verified information (facts), people
often create their own realities (fiction).

If there is sufficient interest, interpretation services will be offered in Classroom
A on Monday through Friday for all classes. For those wanting to take advantage

As of the date of this writing (3/31/21)
our total account balance is $1,952,547.
While our fiscal year closes today, our
books have thus far been reconciled

There will be no formal mid-week event to
allow you the flexibility to enjoy the entertainment district.
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through February 28th of this year. At that
time, our total fiscal year-to-date income
was $365,571, compared to $878,761 for
the same timeframe last year. The main
reason for this difference is the cancellation of the New Orleans national seminar.
Our association depends heavily on finances generated by providing education
for our membership, through putting on
great seminars, nationally, internationally
and regionally, to sustain our existence.
Our expenses for this same timeframe
are $355,126, compared to $742,133 last
year. Again, the lack of a national seminar makes up for the majority of this difference.
As you can see, Mike Gougler, Gordon
Vaughan and the rest of the Seminar
Committee have pulled out all the stops
on our Seminars. They set out on a goal
about a decade ago, to increase the quality and the experience of our seminars.
Better locations, better facilities, better
food, better amenities, and last but not
least, better education.
Fortunately, your board had already implemented many money-saving projects
in years past. An example of some of
these projects included switching to ‘digital’ journals and magazines (like the one
you are reading now), saving not only on
publication costs, but postage as well,
which was actually more expensive than
the actual publication costs.
Membership renewal has also been
switched to primarily digital means. With

email now being the primary form of communication, the national office postage
expenses have been reduced by over 80%.
In addition, teleconference and “zoom”
meetings have helped to reduce costs.
Teleconferences have been great for handling procedural responsibilities and taking care of smaller matters, but I think we
as a board, and most people that have
been forced to “tele-commute” over the
past year, have realized that you just get
more done in-person, face to face. I am
glad the APA made the wise decision to
cancel last year’s mid-year meeting and
the national seminar, but I will tell you that
we got more done for the membership
as-a-whole during this mid-year meeting
in Colorado Springs, than we had in the
previous 500+ days since we had all last
met. While we will continue to hold teleconferences and zoom meetings as we
have for years already, I think it is a wise
investment to have your board meet inperson for the one mid-year meeting.
In the weeks to come, all of the accounting records will be handed over to our auditors, who will conduct our annual Certified Financial Audit and tax return. For
some background and historical perspective, your board uses a 3-prong approach
to our accounting, and more importantly,
accountability. I as the Treasurer, personally input every dollar received in to our accounting software, as well as write every
check used for expenses. These transactions, along with all payroll and credit
card charges are verified and reconciled
APA Magazine 2021, 54 (2)
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monthly, by an independent bookkeeper.
This puts another set of eyes on the accounting records each and every month.
Then, at the end of each fiscal year, we engage a CPA firm that specializes in nonprofit organizations, to conduct a Certified Financial Audit on our accounting for
the year. This final report is available to
all members at both the national seminar
and by written request to the national office. Throughout the year, the President
and/or Chairman are able to monitor the
Association’s bank accounts, electronically.
Keeping your trust is paramount to your
board, which is why so many checks-andbalances have been put in place. Needless, but important to say, since I took
over as Treasurer in 2006, we have not a
single incidence of fraud or impropriety
with any of the APA finances. As your
Treasurer, I consider myself the members’
representative and last line of defense
(when needed) when it comes to spending the association’s money. I appreciate
the trust and responsibility that has been
given to me by the association and by the
board.
Should you have any questions or concerns, please don’t ever hesitate to reach
out to the national office, or me directly, at
treasurer@polygraph.org. Stay safe, stay
vigilant, and stay healthy.
Respectfully,					
Chad Russell
66
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Donnie Dutton
Director

Greeting’s members,
I wanted to start this off with a quick note
about our upcoming seminar; I am excited. It seems not being able to meet from
time to time takes a real toll on all of us
and it is my hope that all of you reading
this right now are planning on attending.
I do realize several things have to be taken into consideration including COVID-19
concerns not alone flying, staying in a hotel, eating your meals out and so on but
hope by then as our country begins to
open up all those concerns are gone.
By the time you are reading this we will
have already had our winter board meeting and your board of directors should be
able to provide the details from that meeting; but for now, I have no idea what the
agenda is going to be so I cannot report
on upcoming concerns. I know that right
now you are considering who to vote for
in this upcoming election and I am seeing some great choices to choose from,
remember, your vote counts. VOTE VOTE
VOTE VOTE
Please remember to submit someone for
an APA award, it only takes a few minutes and being recognized by the APA for
achievements made is certainly something that will be long remembered. I
was awarded the then William L. Bennett
award back in 1998 and this award still
hangs proudly on my wall within my office, think about that someone who is
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also deserving. Below are the awards
with brief descriptions:
1.Cleve Backster Award: Honoring an
individual or group that advances the
polygraph profession through tireless dedication to standardization of
polygraph principles and practices.
2.William L. and Robbie S. Bennett
Memorial Award: Honoring unrelenting efforts and display of ability in
the interest of the American Polygraph Association
3.David L. Motsinger Horizon Award:
In recognition of a new shining star
in the profession or association who
early in their career demonstrates
loyalty, professionalism and dedication to the polygraph profession (less
than 10 years)
4.John E. Reid Award: For distinguished achievements in polygraph
research, teaching or writing.
5.Leonarde Keeler Award: For long
and distinguished service to the
Polygraph Profession.
To submit someone for an award please
visit: award_nominations@apapolygraph.
org.
Lastly, I would like to once again solicit
your support in finding folks who are interested in becoming polygraph examiners and a part of the APA. The William j.
Yankee Memorial Scholarship. Below is a

brief understanding and the requirements
for submission, please if you know someone interested have them submit.
On 30 July 1999, the American Polygraph
Association Board of Directors approved
the funding of an annual competitive
scholarship, called the William J. Yankee Memorial Scholarship, in honor of Dr.
Yankee’s commitment and lasting contribution to examiner education. Under
this new program, the APA will underwrite
the cost of basic polygraph training at an
APA accredited school for one candidate
each year, up to $5,000.00. To qualify, the
candidate must:
1)have a 4-year degree from an accredited college or university;
2)select to attend an APA accredited
basic polygraph examiner training
course;
3)qualify for APA membership upon
completion of training.
4)submit an essay of up to 1000
words on detection of deception, interviewing, interrogation, or related
fields, with emphasis on what the
candidate hopes to contribute to the
field as a polygraph examiner; and,
5) submit at least two (2) letters of
recommendations.
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Candidates must have their packets in to
the National Office by 1 June each year
to compete for the scholarship, and that
packet must include a cover letter, resume, and essay. An official college transcript issued directly from the institution
must also arrive to the National Office before the 1 June deadline.
Criteria for selection of the single candidate will be academic success and a
demonstrated interest in the field of polygraph. The packets will be reviewed by the
APA Education and Training Committee,
and the single candidate will be selected
by majority vote of the Board of Directors.
In addition to the scholarship, Limestone Technologies will donate one of
their computer polygraph systems to the
awardee. The award will be announced at
the banquet at the annual seminar, and a
Limestone Technologies representative
will present the instrument.
That is all for now, stay safe and I hope to
see you at the 2021 seminar.

Walt Goodson
Director
Greetings, fellow examiners! I hope my report finds you happy, healthy, and returning to your regular routines. I’m writing
this update on my flight back to Austin
from the APA Winter Board Meeting in
Colorado Springs. By the way, my flight
has no empty seats, which is a good sign
that things are improving.
68
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As a result of COVID restrictions, the last
time the board met face-to-face was at the
2019 Orlando Seminar. While the board
has met multiple times since that time by
way of conference calls and video conferencing, there’s simply no substitute for
in-person meetings where board collaboration occurs through numerous channels and well beyond our sixteen hours
of meetings. Due to hiatus in in-person
meetings for safety’s sake, the board held
one of the most productive sessions in my
tenure on the board, which accomplished
quite a few positive changes to serve the
membership better. I strongly encourage
you to read the other board reports if you
have not done so to get a complete picture of what the board achieved, such as
revising SOPs and considering policy and
bylaw changes. To eliminate duplication,
I will only focus on my two motions.
The first motion I brought before the
board was to address what I felt was a
flaw in the APA awards policy. The current
awards policy allows board members and
APA employees to receive awards. To me,
this doesn’t seem right. Board members
are servants of the association and receive their fair share of recognition, while
the APA compensates its employees and
is expects them to perform above the
membership’s expectations. Moreover, it
can create mistrust of the board if a selection committee comprised of board
members commends itself. Such actions
can foster a perception that the board is
self-serving. Now to be clear, I don’t believe this has ever happened. All previ-
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ous award recipients were undoubtedly
the most deserving; however, what I’ve
learned in more than a quarter-century
in leadership positions is that organizations must manage perceptions and reality equally. The result was that a majority
of the board agreed with this motion and
voted to approve it. This approval means
that APA board members and employees
can no longer receive major APA awards
such as the Keeler, Backster, Reid, Motsinger, etc. However, they may continue to
receive the President’s Award, given each
year at the discretion of the APA President.
The second motion I presented was a
recommended change to the APA Bylaws
that increases the term of APA President
from one to two years. Changing this
term was a discussion the board has had
for several years; although it’s my option,
they never offered a motion out of concern
that the full presidential term was already
a three-year commitment. (To serve as
the APA President also requires one year
of service as the President-Elect and one
year as the Immediate Past-President/
Chairman of the Board) The driving force
behind this move was my own experience
as the APA President and speaking to other Past-Presidents who felt that the one
year they had in office was not enough
time to carry out their plans. As a result,
the APA loses continuity towards executing a strategic plan and its established
goals. The glaring evidence of this notion
is that six Past-Presidents comprise a
majority of the current board and ex-offi-

cio positions. These Past-Presidents undoubtedly returned to the board because
they felt they had more to offer. Thus, the
approval of this motion would provide
our future presidents with the time they
need time to accomplish their agenda fully. One concern with this motion is how
to address the current bylaws requiring
the President to first serve as PresidentElect and Immediate Past-President. Initially, I felt that adding additional years to
the President-Elect and Immediate PastPresident terms would create a commitment that was too long, but after much
board discussion of the matter, I changed
my mind. The board and I realized that
a six-year presidential term (PresidentElect – two years + President – two years
+ Immediate Past-President – two years
= six years) was not excessive and most
certainly needed. The board felt that the
APA’s highest office should require this
sacrifice.
Since I requested a bylaw change to be
placed on the agenda only a week before
the board meeting, the board ruled it out
of order. (APA Bylaws require a 30-day notice to the board and a two-thirds board
vote to adopt) Since I didn’t provide the
30-day notice, I withdrew the motion after the board ruled it out of order. Before
withdrawing it, a straw poll confirmed
the board would unanimously approve
this motion if I correctly brought it before
them. I have since served them with notice that I intended to resubmit my motion
to them for a six-year presidential term effective for the 2022 election cycle. While
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the board appears unanimous in their intent to pass such a motion, please feel
free to email me directly if you have any
concerns or recommendations regarding
this motion.
A final area I would appreciate your help
regards any challenging polygraph, credibility assessment, or APA questions you
wish to receive expert feedback. For this
year’s conference, I have the honor of
moderating the APA panel discussion.
This is my first opportunity as a moderator, and I don’t intend to ask any “softball”
questions, so the more challenging or
controversial questions you have, the better. Please feel free to send me anything
you would like an expert polygraph panel
to answer. In my next article, I’ll present
some of those questions to stimulate further any queries you might have.
As always, I appreciate what you do to
make our communities safer through
your relentless efforts to seek the truth.
Thank you, and feel free to contact me at
directorgoodson@polygraph.org

Jamie McCloughan
Director
As winter is waning and we hope for
spring weather, I hope everyone is healthy
as I write this report.
The Education Accreditation Committee (EAC) is still researching new ways
to bring our basic education and training
into line with what other professions are
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doing. This includes the possibility of using innovate education and training methods with the help of technology. The pandemic forced us into adjusting the way
we approached these areas, as well as
how we could carry out the necessary inspection processes during the epidemic,
due to travel and quarantine restrictions.
Even the medical field had to learn how to
change what traditionally were hands on
evaluations to remote virtual evaluations
done electronically. The committee is taking a serious look at how we can improve
on the use of technology to better serve
our stakeholders going forward. These
processes take time and well thought out
plans that are viable to maintaining and
improving on our current standards. At
the winter board meeting, the Board of
Directors unanimously approved the use
of virtual inspections for education and
training programs who have already been
physically inspected in the past and have
not undergone any significant changes.
If you have any questions or suggestions
on anything else APA or polygraph related,
please feel free to contact me at my email
address or call me at 989-745-1912. As always, may those who are fighting for our
freedom against threats, both foreign and
domestic, be safe, and have Godspeed in
their return to friends and loved ones.
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Chip Morgan
Director
Greetings;
We are recently back from our mid-year
Board of Directors meeting where a great
deal of APA business was conducted.
This was my first in-person BoD meeting and my second BoD meeting overall.
I was impressed with the amount of business that was conducted.
One of the most pressing decisions made
was to change our annual seminar location. As you know, it had been scheduled
to be held in Chicago, Illinois. However,
for various reasons, the location has
been changed to Austin, Texas and will be
held on the same dates as previously announced, August 29 through September
3, 2021. See the APA website for all the
new seminar information.
The candidates for APA office have their
candidate statements posted on our website and I encourage all members to read
them so that you are able to cast an informed vote. You get to those by logging
on to the website, then going to the “Membership” tab, then go to 2021 APA Elections, to read the candidate statements.
One of the opportunities I was afforded
when elected was to explore the concept
of establishing an International Forensic
Examiner’s certification. The committee
formed to explore this concept consisted
of foreign and domestic partners, as well

as fellow board members and representatives from state and local polygraph organizations. For a variety of reasons, it was
the opinion of the committee that the APA
not move to establish a Forensic Examiner’s certification. It was strongly felt that
we did not want to establish another level
of membership within the APA or diminish the value of an APA membership by
implying that a Forensic Certification was
a higher level than a full membership. We
believe that the desire of some examiners
for such a certification will be alleviated
somewhat by enabling more continuing
education options.
At the direction of President Martinez and
with the support of the Board of Directors,
I will continue to focus my efforts in the
area of continuing education for examiners. I realize that the pandemic has interrupted many examiners’ ability to obtain
CEUs. Also, I know there are parts of the
world where traveling to a foreign country to obtain training is an economic and
physical impossibility. New technology
will make some of this easier in the near
future. I hope to work with my ad-hoc
committee to deliver a comprehensive
package to the Board dealing with continuing education. I believe that any APA
member, regardless of economic ability,
should be able to access quality continuing education. It is my hope to also work
with school directors to get their valuable
input in this area. Stay tuned!
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As a reminder, please let us know if any
of your colleagues should be featured for
exceptional service by nominating them
for one of our many professional awards.
To access the nominating form, go to
our website, log in, go to the “About US”
tab, click on “APA awards description and
nomination form.”
I remain at your service for any suggestions, complaints or improvements we
can address to continue providing this
professional organization with quality
training, standards and research.
Speaking of research, please don’t interpret any comments I made in my last Director’s report as implying that I oppose,
or am not an advocate of, science and
scientific research.
In my professional life as both a polygraph examiner and investigator, we routinely deal with science and technology
on a massive scale. Just a partial list of
our lab disciplines includes: Blood alcohol analysis, biological analysis of evidence, controlled substances (qualitative
and quantitative analysis), DNA (collection, handling and analysis), metallurgical examination of firearms and toolmarks, fire and arson evidence chemical
analysis, latent prints/ fingerprints, blood
toxicology and urine toxicology. We also
use drone technology, coupled with artificial intelligence. We employ AI in facial
recognition, gait identification and voice
recognition programs. We regularly employ data analytics for predictive polic72
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ing decisions in personnel deployment
and crime reduction efforts. Our jail has
a fully staffed medical facility with their
own scientific needs and resources and
our centralized dispatch center employs
the latest technology. Coupled with all
this, we have a huge computer forensic
commitment dealing with all aspects of
computer crimes.
So, the bottom line is; I rely heavily on
science, technology and the scientific
process in my daily life. The scientific
research in polygraph during my 26-year
polygraph career has been remarkable
and constant and those persons responsible for advancing our profession should
be commended.
Although I have participated in scientific
research in the past, I am not a researcher
and I don’t desire to be a researcher. I use
polygraph to resolve problems by accessing veracity. I am in awe of our researchers and recognize the incredible amount
of (largely uncompensated) time they
have spent furthering our profession.
I just don’t want scientific achievements
to overshadow the other side of our profession, which is interacting and communicating with examinees. At the end of
the day, we are in a people profession.

Raymond Nelson
Director
Greetings APA members. Springtime is
here, and while the days are longer and
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the weather is a bit better there are still
may people and many situations that are
continuing experience impact and disruption from the COVID-19 pandemic. I am
certain that by this time, nobody needs
more explanation as to the potential
health risks and economic impacts from
the global pandemic. What is perhaps
needed most at this time is a simple matter of leadership and administration as
we plan for the resumption of “normal”
activities. Normal, in this context, may
not always imply returning to the activities and plans that were in place in the BC
(before COVID) era, and will most likely
be a general return to activities that are
less restricted by rules and policies formulated to enhance public health while
severely impacting normal business, economic, and social activity. No doubt many
APA members will have experienced the
impacts of the pandemic. It is likely that
many of us will continue to experience
the effects of the global pandemic for
much of the remainder of this year. And
yet, despite the situation we must continue on – in both professional and personal
endeavors. Please feel free to reach out
to myself and the other BOD members to
let us know what your experiences have
been and how we may be of any help and
service to you.
One of the best ways to resume normal activities to try to return to normal activities
is to network and interact with other professionals, and one of the best places to
do that is at the APA Annual Conference.
This conference, like so many other professional conferences, was not held du-

ring 2020 and many of us missed seeing
each other and missed benefiting from all
of the ideas and inspiration that comes
from conference activities. Online conferencing and virtual training are interesting as supplements and emergency measures, but we know from experience that
there is no substitute for the unique power
of face-to-face interaction and person-toperson contact for information exchange.
For various reasons our APA Conference
Chair and legal counsel have negotiated
a change of venue for the 2021 annual
conference – which will now take place
at the Hilton Hotel in downtown Austin
TX. Hotel lodging is at the usual government per diem rate, and conference registration has already begun. From our previous conferences at the Austin Hilton, we
know that this location is a fantastic and
interesting conference destination. There
are many interesting sessions and topic
on the conference schedule. So, if you are
planning to attend the conference, there
will be no better time than now to make
your arrangements.
Last week was the mid-year meeting of
the APA BOD – essentially two + days of
enthusiastic argument and discussion
about the future of all things polygraph and
all things APA, and how the APA policies
and activities can continue to advance
the interests and needs of the polygraph
profession and polygraph examiners. One
of the more important discussion points
for that meeting was an interest in providing some advantage to try to offset some
of the impact of the global pandemic for
APA members, by providing a discounted
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registration at the next annual seminar.
Although there was no simple way to work
out the logistics and details of this for the
2021 conference, the BOD is committed
to hearing and responding to the needs
of the profession and its members as the
global economy and professionals everywhere begin to return to our normal levels
of professional and economic activity.
Another feature of the springtime season
in the APA is the annual election cycle, including voting and selecting candidates
for APA President-Elect and four Director positions. One of the most interesting
aspects of elections, and any democratic
process, is that it is the embodiment of
ideas that began with the Founding Fathers of the U.S. and the authors and
framers of the U.S. Constitution – the idea
and practice of stable and planned transitions of leadership, together with the idea
that leaders though they may be charged
with governing during their elected terms,
are but trusted servants. The process of
election ensures that leaders will work for
us. This is enforced by the fact that with
each new election cycle we can choose
to fire them, and replace them simply by
electing others who may better serve our
goals.
Although the idea of democracy and elections is commonplace today, there was a
time in history when leaders were not subject to planned and stable transitions of
power. Perhaps the most important difference between elected leaders and those
who are not subject to election cycles is
that non-elected leaders have tended to
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be of a more authoritarian nature, and
have tended to use the leadership role to
perpetuate their own interests, often that
of remaining in the leadership role, over
those they lead. To be clear, elections,
election cycles, and indeed the process
of democracy, representative leadership,
and planned transitions of leadership can
feel a bit like chaos. The notion of democracy itself is intended to honor the fact
that ideas and interests can be diverse,
that there is value in diversity, and that
all different ideas and perspectives (with
few exceptions) are valuable and should
therefore be included in the processes of
policy-making and planning for the future.
The alternatives to the elected and representative leadership model can be seen
in the form of leaders who will sometimes
transition only at unexpectedly short intervals (often due to some form crisis or
incident) or unexpectedly long intervals
(after which there is a vacuum of planning, which can lead to crisis and incidents). Elected leaders who are subject to
planned transition will offer the benefit of
vetted leadership and diplomatic abilities,
with less opportunity to usurp resources
for their own objectives, more obvious obligation for planning in advance of leadership transitions, greater interest in representing and advocating for the needs of
the electorate.
Please take the time to read the APA candidate statements. Contact the candidates and others for more information.
And most importantly, vote.
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Lisa Ribacoff
Director
Hello from Colorado Springs!
The Board of Directors has just finished
our Mid-Year Board meeting and I will say
it was such a pleasure seeing everyone’s
faces and enjoying the time together
since we hadn’t met in person in a year
and a half. It was a productive weekend
focusing on member retention and engagement as well as discussing this
year’s annual seminar in AUSTIN, TEXAS!
2021 Board of Directors Elections
In this issue, you will find the Candidate
Statements for those members who are
seeking a position on the board of directors. The statements contain a 500 word
platform of what the candidate hopes to
accomplish should they be elected to the
board. These members have been vetted
by the National Office. Please take the
time to read these candidate statements
and if you have questions about a candidate’s platform, reach out to them directly.
Elections are occurring May 29th through
June 5th. Ballots will be emailed to you
on May 28th electronically via eBallot, the
third-party company that the APA hires to
not only email the ballot to the membership individually, but to also monitor the
election and verify the results after to ensure tampering and voter fraud has not
occurred. By holding our elections electronically, it allows the great opportunity
for the membership to participate in the

election process.
Your ballot to cast your vote will be
emailed to your email address that is on
file with the National Office and in your
member profile on www.polygraph.org.
Please take the time prior to elections to
ensure that your email address is up to
date.
2021 Annual Seminar
For various reasons the Board of Directors has voted to move the seminar to
Austin, Texas. If you didn’t attend the
53rd Annual Seminar in Austin, you’re in
for a real treat. Registration is available
on the APA website for both the conference as well to secure a room at the Austin Hilton located downtown. Our seminar
chairman, Mike Gougler and the Seminar
Committee have been working diligently
to ensure the highest quality of training
sessions will be provided and I want to
thank both him and Gordon Vaughan for
their time and efforts to ensure that we
will be proceeding with our seminar this
year.
Social Media Sub Committee
Please connect with us on our social media platforms through Facebook, Instagram and Twitter. This is one of the ways
to receive the up to date information from
the Board of Directors regarding the upcoming Board of Directors Elections in
June, and the APA Annual Seminar.
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APA Social Media Accounts
AS OF MARCH 24/2021

Facebook:
American Polygraph Association
facebook.com/www.polygraph.org

Current Followers: 1,609

Instagram:
@American_Polygraph_Association

Current Followers: 455
Twitter:
@APA_Polygraph

Current Followers:187

Nominations and Awards Ad-Hoc Committee
There are less than 60 days before the
deadline for nominations for the APA
Awards ceremony which is taking place
at the Banquet on Thursday night at the
Annual Seminar Banquet. The nomination
form is located on the APA website under
the “About Us” tab titled, “APA Awards
and Descriptions”. We’re asking that you
nominate a colleague, friend or mentor
that you believe best fits the description
of the awards being presented. The 2020
APA Award Recipients will be honored at
Opening Ceremonies.
The following awards are eligible for
nominations:
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CLEVE BACKSTER AWARD
This award honors an individual or group
that advances the polygraph profession
through tireless dedication to standardization of polygraph principles and practices.
WILLIAM L. & ROBBIE S. BENNETT MEMORIAL AWARD
The award is a recognition of excellence
and achievement presented as a token of
APA appreciation for unrelenting efforts
and display of ability in APA interests.
LEONARDE KEELER AWARD
This award honors an individual for long
and distinguished service to the polygraph profession.
DAVID L. MOTSINGER HORIZON AWARD
This award is for recognition of a new
shining star in the profession or association who early in their career demonstrates loyalty, professionalism and
dedication to the polygraph profession.
The criteria for nomination is that the
nominee must be of service to the profession for less than ten years.
JOHN E. REID AWARD
This award is for distinguished achievements in polygraph research, teaching or
writing.
If you have any questions regarding anything I have mentioned in my report, I
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can be emailed at directorribacoff@polygraph.org
Please continue to stay safe, healthy and
vigilant with the times we are still facing
but I hope to see you in Austin!

Pam Shaw
Director
Hello fellow professionals,
I am so happy to report that we finally
have definitive plans for the upcoming
APA seminar! General Counsel Gordon
Vaughan and Seminar Chair Mike Gougler have been working tirelessly to provide the best seminar to everyone and, for
various reasons, have negotiated a move
of the 2021 seminar location to Austin,
TX instead of Chicago, IL. Also, I am very
happy to announce that the Board unanimously agreed to reduce the seminar rate
to $300 for members. We understand
that 2020 was a rough year for many
around the globe, and it is our hope that
a reduced rate will help encourage individuals, departments and organizations
to continue to invest in training as well as
provide support for membership renewals.
At our recent winter Board meeting, President Martinez appointed me as Seminar
Chair In-Training, with the intent that I will
fill the position of Seminar Chair in the upcoming year. For this reason, I have decided not to re-run as Director 1 in the current election cycle. I am looking forward
to learning the ropes regarding putting
together future seminars and am eager to
take on this new challenge. As I begin to

focus more intently on our seminar experiences, I hope each of you will take time
in the coming months to email me or call
and let me know any ideas you have that
you think could help improve our seminars, as well as any topic ideas you’d like
to hear about.
Lastly, I’d like to encourage each of you
to consider nominating someone you
know that is deserving of an APA award.
Award recipients will be announced at
the upcoming annual seminar, and will
receive additional on-going recognition
in our magazine and social media posts.
I believe we all know someone that is, or
has, worked diligently within our profession, within our countries, states and/or
communities to represent polygraph at
its best. I hope you will give this some
thought and nominate someone before
the deadline of June 1st. Nomination
forms can be downloaded from the APA
website.
Please continue to stay safe and I hope to
see each of you in Austin soon!
All the best,					
Pam Shaw

Erika Thiel
Director
Hello Everyone,
Spring/Fall time is here depending on
what half of the equator you are on! These
are my two favorite seasons. One that reminds of newness, and one reminds of us
letting go. As the world continues to work
towards a safer place to exist in, I think
APA Magazine 2021, 54 (2)
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this message is more important than
ever. I consider myself so lucky to have
been able to be a board member pre and
post COVID. To be a part of a team that
has been so driven to continue to provide
for the association has been incredibly
rewarding. Though we have lost several
amazing members, we can continue to
provide excellence in their memory.
This midyear board meeting will be the
first time the board members have seen
one another face to face since 2019.
Though we were lucky to be able to figure
out how to conduct business via the internet, it simply is not the same as sitting at
a table together. There are a few reasons
for this. One, less distractions in general.
How many times have you been at a meeting at home, and you have multi tasked
or thought about other things? Second,
there is nothing more powerful than being
able to read a room which is just not an
obtainable objective via the internet. Of
course, point number two should be assumptive for a profession where each person reading this is trained on how to read
a room (and how important that is). We
do not simply go through a booklet with
examinees. We listen to what they say,
their tone, and for distortions they have
about themselves. We watch their behaviors, their body movements, and their ability to follow direction. Imagine trying to
give a polygraph via zoom? It simply is
not the same. Therefore, I am excited that
for the first time in 575 days, I get to be a
part of a collaboration of amazing people
who come together to be able to be fully
read about their passion for information,
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help, and guidance for all of the association (regardless of membership status).
With that being said, I want to thank every
person who has been reaching out to me
about the PCSOT for Thought articles. I
have spent many enjoyable hours discussing different points of views, the interpretation of the information, and even
how some law enforcement has been applying these articles into their own practice. It has been very exciting for me to
connect with you all in a manner that
shows me that these articles are doing
exactly what they are intended to do; get
us thinking! However, I never imagined
how much it would help change perceptions in the way it has and for every person who has reached out to me, thank
you for sharing your thoughts, opinions,
and concerns. For any person who has
thought about reaching out but may have
been uncertain about do so, I encourage
you to do so. I am always a phone call,
email or text away!
As for the PCSOT Committee, we continue to work on edits of the model policy.
Though not ready for the mid-year, I have
the utmost confidence that it will be ready
for the annual meeting. Then it will be
time to tackle the operation policy! I am
excited about this because many have
you have been anxious to learn of the
changes. Do not worry though, the plan
will be to have this approved and ready
to go for the seminar if all goes well. My
hope is that this will be a session that is
recorded and available through the APA
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website for any member to have access
to for free. Regardless of video (or not),
there will also be a paper published on the
changes as well. This information will be
available to all.

needed for the association and be able to
vote that person through. Every vote is
important, and we have had record breaking voting over the last three years. Let
us make this year another record!

As we come closer to election time, I
want to put out my standard reminder
to all about the importance of taking the
time to read all platforms for each person
who is running. This is the opportunity
to allow you to assess what you feel is

I look forward to seeing as many faces as
possible come August and cannot wait to
be able to connect one on one again with
you all. Please make sure you are taking
care of you and your loved ones so we
can get back to the life that we all enjoy!
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Five-Minute Science Lesson:
Bayesian Analysis and Bayes Factors
Raymond Nelson

The purpose of science is to understand
reality and the universe. As a practical
matter, understanding reality and the universe – what exists, and how it works
– can enable us to make more effective
use of it. Among the many interesting scientific developments of the 20th century,
and continuing still today, is that many
useful and interesting real phenomena
are not amenable to direct physical measurement or to direct observation with our
unaided human senses. For this reason,
the field and practice of statistics has become central to virtually all scientific discussions to such a degree that any purported scientific conclusions for which
we are unprepared to discuss statistical
metrics will be viewed with great suspicion as to whether they are pseudo-scientific. In addition to providing a structured
mathematical framework for scientific
learning and decision making, statistics
and probabilities permit us to discuss
the practical meaning and strength of our
conclusions in objective and reproducible
80
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ways – including conclusions in context
that are subject to inherent uncertainty
and variation.
Statistics as the mathematical language
of science
Statistics, or statistical inference, is the
mathematical language of science. Inference is the process of using data to
make an estimate an unknown quantity
of interest, such as the likelihood that a
person has been deceptive or truthful, or
the likelihood that a person may or may
not become ill with a particular disease
such as COVID-19. Inference is necessary
when neither deterministic observation
nor physical measurement are possible.
Bayesian inference is the use of Bayes’
theorem for this purpose.
A theorem is a mathematical theory, expressed as a formula, that has been subject to exhaustive mathematical proof.
Bayes’ theorem is among the most practi-
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cal and applicable, and therefore among
the most widely used and extensively
studied, theorems in the applied sciences. Bayesian inference, also referred to as
Bayesian analysis (BA), together with the
practice and tradition of null-hypothesissignificance-testing (NHST), is among
the most fundamental of all the practical/
conceptual devices that scientists use to
make decisions about what they may have
learned through their scientific methods.
Both BA and NHST can be observed in use
in both scientific experiments, concerned
with sample and population groups, and
in the practice of testing individuals. Scientific tests themselves can be thought
of as form of single-subject experiment.
Bayesian Analysis
In contrast to BA is the tradition of NHST,
a process of evaluating the margin of uncertainty of obtaining the observed data
under a specified model or null-hypothesis. NHST statistics are commonly expressed in the form of p-values that do
not actually quantify the strength of information for either a hypothesis or nullhypothesis. Statistical results from BA is
sometimes considered to be more intuitively useful because BA is intended as a
process of evaluating the likely cause of
the observed data. Outcome statistics
from BA are expressed as posterior probabilities or posterior likelihoods and can
take a number of forms, including decimal probabilities, percentages and odds
or likelihoods.
A simple explanation of process of BA is

that three sources of input information
are used to calculate the analytic result:
1) the data obtained from a test or experiment, 2) a likelihood function to calculate
a statistical value for the observed data,
and 3) a prior probability. BA is sometime
referred to as Bayesian updating because
objective of the data analytic process is
to achieve a posterior probability as an
update of the prior probability.
Prior Probabilities
There is rich and interesting discussion,
beyond the scope of this paper, as to the
selection of prior probabilities. However,
a simple and important consideration is
that prior probabilities, like other probabilities, can be thought of as the strength
of some possibility compared to the
strength of some other possibility. For
this reason, a prior probability is always a
probability distribution. For probabilities
expressed as point estimates the juxtaposition of possibilities is explicit when
they are expressed in the form of odds.
For example, an odds of one-to-one (1:1)
explicitly shows the relative weighting of
the strength of the two possibilities. In
contrast, this juxtaposition is implicit, not
explicit, when probabilities are expressed
as a decimal value. For example, expressing a probability of p = .5 or 50% leaves
unstated and implicit, though mathematically inevitable, that the strength of the
complementary possibility is also .5 or
50%.
It is often the case that prior probabilities
are not completely known, and a solution
APA Magazine 2021, 54 (2)
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to this is to complete the analysis for a
prior probability distribution, instead of
a single point estimate. The tendency to
think of any parameter or characteristic,
regardless of whether for a group or individual, is a worthwhile discussion, albeit
difficult for some. Functional characteristics, expressed in the form of input parameters for analysis, should generally
always be thought of as the distribution
of functional characteristics. This is implicit is most research that relies on sample groups, instead of individual case anecdotes, as a basis of information with
which to attempt to reach useful and
generalizable conclusions. One of the intended purposes of a sample group is to
capture, represent and express the distribution of functional characteristics in the
population for which the sample group is
intended to be representative. Random
selection, in which every member of a
population has an equal chance of being
selected into the sampling distribution, is
a common and easily understood way to
ensure that the distribution of functional
characteristics in the population is represented with a reasonable degree of accuracy in a sample group.
In the scientific testing context, a sampling distribution that reasonably represents the distribution of functional characteristics of the population can be used
to make statistical inferences about an
individual test subject. However, if an individual is an outlier to the normal range
of the distribution of functional characteristics within in a population or sample
group, then an assumption about general82
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izability is potentially problematic. In this
case, any conclusions may be subject to
more greater uncertainty and error than
expected or intended. For this reason,
when using of scientific tests with known
outliers – persons whose functional characteristics are outside the normal range
in a sampling distribution or statistical
model – care must be taken to study and
understand the degree to which generalization of inferences is reasonable. In
some cases, specialized solutions may
be developed for the evaluation of known
outliers. As a general rule, any testing of
individuals who are known outliers may
be ethically complicated and should be
considered experimental without the support of additional studies that allow us to
make reasonable inferences about such
persons.
A sampling distribution in the BA context
may represent any of a variety of functional characteristics of interest. All functional characteristics will vary for individuals. The prior probability is one such
parameter. If the methodology for sample
selection is reasonably correct, and if the
sampling distribution is reasonably representative of the population, then the
frequency of occurrence in the sampling
group may be used as an estimate of the
unknown population prior, and this may
be used instead of the unknown prior for
each individual. When little or insufficient
information is available about and individual, group or population prior, it may
be useful to regard the prior probabilities
as objectively equal for each of the different possibilities associated with any indi-
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vidual. An important aspect of all of this
is that the selection of the prior probability may influence the resulting posterior
probability. In the strictest sense, when
the exact prior probability is unknown
(which is generally always the case) the
exact posterior probability will also be unknown. A potential solution to this is that
analysts may choose to calculate results
under a distribution of prior probabilities.
Another useful solution is to calculate results in the form of Bayes’ Factor.
Bayes Factor
Bayes’ Factor (BF) is one of the most interesting and useful aspects of BA. BF is
an expression of the magnitude of change
in the strength of the posterior likelihood
when calculated with the equal prior. An
obvious aspect of this is that when the
prior odds are 1 to 1 the BF will be equal
to the posterior odds (because any number divided by 1 is the same number).
Equally obvious, BF will differ from the
posterior odds when the prior odds are
not equal to 1. In simplistic terms, when
the BF exceeds the value 1 it can be taken as evidence in support of a conclusion
that a particular hypothesis is a more
likely cause of the observed data than the
other hypothesis. The numerical value of
BF tells us factor value of the magnitude
of change in the strength of information
from the prior to the posterior information. This is precisely what makes BA and
the BF useful and practical.

Examples of Bayes Factor
For example, when BF = 2, it signifies that
the posterior information is two times
greater than the strength of information
supporting the equal prior. Similarly, when
BF = 3 it signifies that posterior information is strengthened by a factor of 3, compared to the equal prior. An important advantage of BF is that while posterior odds
may change with the selection of different prior, BF will be robust because it is
always calculated with the equal prior. BA
and BF have wide ranging practical application, including research, epidemiology,
and scientific testing.
Use of BF in epidemiology.
Wagenmakers and Gronau (2020) showed
an analysis of preliminary results from
the BioNTechPfizer Phase-3 clinical trials
in the development of a COVID-19 vaccine. Preliminary data was reported from
a sample of over 30,000 persons that
were randomly given a placebo or an experimental vaccine, from which 94 cases
were diagnosed with symptomatic COVID-19 illness including 8 persons from
the vaccine group and 84 persons from
the placebo/control group. Vaccine efficacy was reported as exceeding 97%. Assuming equal sized vaccine and control
groups, results indicated that evidence
supported the hypothesis of vaccine effectiveness at BF = 97 trillion. This means
that the odds that the cause of the observed data occurred due to an effective
vaccine, vs ineffective vaccine, have exceeded this value. Researchers concludAPA Magazine 2021, 54 (2)
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ed there is overwhelming evidence of vaccine effectiveness, with the exact effect
sizes unknown and existing in the range
near or exceeding 90%.
Use of BF in research.
Biel and Friedrich (2018) showed the results of transcranial-brain-stimulation
(TBS) simulations for both BA and frequentist t-tests under NHST while varying the sample group sizes from 10 to 80
and while varying effect sizes from .1 to
.5. Results indicated that non-significant
(inconclusive) tests with a high p-value
do not automatically prove the null hypothesis to be true, and that sample size
was an influential factor in the selection
of thresholds for critical p-values in experiments where BF indicated the nullhypothesis a more likely explanation that
the research hypothesis. These observations were interpreted as supporting of interest in BF in researchers evaluation and
selection of effective and ineffective TBS
protocols.
Use of BF in forensic credibility assessment testing.
Nelson (2018) showed the use of BA in
the classification of credibility assess-
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ment test data using a multinomial reference Bayesian classifier that accounts
for expected variation in testing data
through the use of a Bayesian credible interval. In this model, BF values for which
the lower limit of the credible interval exceed the equal prior can be interpreted as
statistically significant for deception or
truth-telling.
Summary
Bayes Factor is a convenient summary of
the evidence provided by the data in favor
of one hypothesis, represented by a statistical model, as opposed to another. Bayes
Factor is a practical alternative to null-hypothesis-significance-testing. In contract
to null-hypothesis testing, BA and BF
more intuitively describe the strength of
evidence in favor of a selected hypothesis or conclusion. BF is particularly useful
because it can be stable across the selection of different prior probability distributions, and permits a more straightforward
comparison of analytic results. BA and
BF have practical utility in epidemiology,
research and scientific testing.
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PCSOT for Thought
Erika Thiel

This edition of PCSOT for thought is not
intended to make any examiner a grammar expert. The fact is the grammar we
all learned growing up is becoming potentially obsolete when using it to describe
certain populations. It can be helpful to
put on our examiner’s radar that pronouns
are changing which could impact our approach to an examinee, a report, or both.
In elementary school we learn that the basic personal pronouns included “I,” “you,”
“he,” “she,” “it,” “we,” “they,” “them,” “us,”
“him,” “her,” “his,” “hers,” “its,” “theirs,” “our,”
“your.” In recent years, however, these
pronouns started to change, but for many
of us, the education surrounding them
did not. Many of us were unaware of the
grammar dynamics until it crashed into
the social media as Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer Plus (LGBTQ+)
community started to develop a larger
voice demanding more acceptance and
rights. The University of Wisconsin offers
a helpful resource page to help explain the

changes to pronouns and explain what
they mean. The website can be found at
the following link: https://uwm.edu/lgbtrc/support/gender-pronouns/
Many pronouns have been created to try
to be inclusive of translation for many
languages. Listing a set of pronouns that
someone identifies by is usually in a format that looks similar to “He/Him/His” or
“She/Her/Hers.” This may sometimes be
found in the signature line of a person’s
email, letters, or writings. Following that
format, gender neutral pronouns that
may appear across different languages
including English are “Ze/Zim/Zir/Zis” or
“Zie/Hir/Hirs” or even “Ve/Ver/Vis/Vers.”
A more encompassing list can be found
at the link included but it is important to
know that there are several version of
gender neutral pronouns that exist that
may be used.
As always, polygraph examiners are encouraged to put any personal biases aside
APA Magazine 2021, 54 (2)
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when we are administering an exam. No
matter what we ourselves believe to be
true, we have to acknowledge that it is human nature to assess and have thoughts
about another person (good or bad). We
know that it is not always the proper but
acknowledging it can help to allow us to
assess when it is happening. In doing so,
we can work on removing those thoughts
from our workplace to be able to give
whoever is receiving a test the best test
possible to ensure every opportunity was
given to pass an exam. So, whether we
find these increased pronouns exciting,
confusing, or unjustified – it does not
matter. Examiners are going to come
across this at some point in testing as we
move forward (if you have not already), so
what can we do to be more prepared?
There are three main ways examiners can
approach this information in regard to
testing clients:
1.Forms: If you are in a situation
where you have the ability to include
a question about pronoun identification, then this can be your easiest solution. By simply including the question on a form of “what pronouns do
you identify yourself with?” you can
ensure that you are writing your report with the proper pronouns.
2.Asking: If you are not in a situation
where you have the ability to change
forms, it is always okay to ask! If you
find yourself in a situation wherein
you are not sure, you can certainly
ask what pronoun someone identi88
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fies by, you can use the proper pronoun in your report.
3.Exclude all pronouns: If you are not
comfortable with any questioning
about pronouns, then it is suggested
that a person is referred to by their
name throughout an entire test, or
to use a more standard gender neutral pronoun for all reports such as
“They/Them/Their/Theirs.”
By including this information correctly
in the report, you are avoiding the ability
for a person to complain (“I identify as
female but the examiner wrote all male
pronouns in my report and clearly failed
me because they did not agree with my
choice of identification.”) Though the idea
of this being a complaint may seem farfetched to some, it is real and the examiner likely will not win that battle. It has
always been bad practice to make an assumption about a person just because of
the way they look but the awareness has
never as prevalent as it is now.
If a person is informing you that they go
by a pronoun that is different than the pronoun they identified in the police report, it
is okay to document this in the report for
clarity reasons. “Please note during the
offense, John Doe identified as male and
now identifies as female. Therefore, John
will be referred to as she, her and hers
throughout the remainder of the report.”
This information can go beyond just
examinees that we test though. Many examiners may be noticing that in people’s
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signatures they are including pronouns.
For example:
Mary J. Smith
Pronouns: she/her
Polygraph Examiner
EmailAddress@email.com
000-000-0000
Now this is not to indicate that we should
be doing this as examiners, as that is a
personal or business choice. However,
if you receive an email from one of your
funders, a lawyer, a therapist, or even
another examiner who many be looking
to network with you for business opportunities then this is something that one
may want to take notice of. If someone
is including this in their signature, there
is a reason for it and it simply is because
it adds one more line under their name.
Ensure that you are responding back to
the person with the pronouns that they
have identified as. To ignore this could

be a costly decision. So, if you receive an
email from:
Mary J. Smith, J.D. and Esq.
Pronouns: ze/hirs/hirs
Then I would certainly be addressing the
person as such without any question or
adjusting to “she, her and hers.” It is going
directly against the information the person is sharing with you and quite frankly
is inconsiderate which could lead to that
person no longer taking you as a professional that they want to do business with.
There are several LGBTQ+ sensitivity
trainings that exist these days if someone was interested in learning more about
this. This edition of PCSOT for thought is
not intended to offer any business, legal,
or mental health advice. Instead, it is intended to get examiners some perception
to think about in the ever changing world
around us so that we can stay informed,
up to date and aware.
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Chart Scoring Practice
Donald J. Krapohl1

We’re going to mix things up a bit for this
APA Magazine scoring practice. What you
will see this time are five test charts with
only the EDA channel. The testing technique is the Concealed Information Test
(CIT). For those less familiar with the CIT
I should mention that at first it may appear to be like a Peak of Tension (POT)
test. There are important differences between the CIT and the POT, however. For
one, the CIT is scored while the POT is
not. Also, in the CIT each list of items is
presented only once on each chart. Each
CIT chart will have different items on it.
The “key” can be anywhere except the
first position, whereas it is placed in the
center of the POT sequence. And finally
and crucially, only the phasic electrodermal responses are important. Any trend

information we attend to in the POT is not
useful in the CIT.
Here is a 30-second refamiliarization for
scoring the CIT. Each of the five charts
you will score has six items. The “key”
is denoted with a large K to make it easy
to find. We ignore the electrodermal response (EDR) on the first item but do
assign scores based on the responses
on the second through sixth item. If the
“key” produces the largest EDR, the chart
is scored as a “2”. If the “key” elicits the
second largest EDR, the chart is scored
as a “1”. If the EDR at the “key” is the third
largest, or smaller, the chart is scored as
“0”. That’s it. A chart is either 2, 1, or 0.
As a convenient set of decision rules,
simply add up the scores and compare
the total to the number of CIT tests. If the

Director, Educational Services, Capital Center for Credibility Assessment (C3A). Questions, comments, and suggestions
can be directed to the author at APAkrapohl@gmail.com.
The views expressed in this column are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of the American
Polygraph Association or the Capital Center for Credibility Assessment.
1
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total score is equal to or larger than the
number of tests, the results are Recognition Indicated (RI). Otherwise. the results
are No Recognition Indicated (NRI).

cision of Significant Responses (SR).
There were also indications of countermeasures. The ESS spot scores were -3
and -2.

The school solution for the charts in the
current article will appear in the May –
June 2021 issue of the APA Magazine.
The answer can also be found on the APA
Magazine page of the APA website (www.
polygraph.org) or by writing the author directly.

The APA Magazine is published in PDF format. To change the size of the charts you
can click on the symbols
at the
top of the Adobe screen, or at the menu
bar click on View > Zoom > Zoom To and
then choose the level of magnification
you prefer. To rotate the charts, click on
View > Rotate View and then choose either clockwise or counterclockwise.

For the January - February 2021 scoring
practice you saw in the last APA Magazine, the school solution would be a de-

Good luck.
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Practical Polygraph: Scaling, Offsetting, and Re-centering
(Perspectives on the Past and Present)
Raymond Nelson

Polygraph tests today are different from
those of the early history of the profession. These differences are not limited to
the addition of the electrodermal and abdominal respiration sensors in the midcentury, Nor are they limited to the inclusion of the activity and vasomotor sensors in recent years. Polygraph data itself
is different today than it was in the past.
Recorded data in the past were the tracings left on the scrolled chart paper as
the ink flowed through the pens by capillary action. Evaluation of polygraph
data, beginning with feature extraction,
was, in the past, a visible and subjective
or intuitive task, because this was the
best available technology and methodology before the widespread availability of
powerful and inexpensive microcomputers. Inasmuch as much as the general
concept of identifying greater changes in
physiological activity is descriptive and
instructional, reliability of the polygraph
was a matter of arduous and exhaustive
training, supervision, practice, and qua-

lity control – and was still the subject of
more than occasional argument. In contrast, evaluation of polygraph data today
involves standardized rules and numerical methods intended to increase reliability among different professionals, and
can make use of statistical methods to
quantify the margins of uncertainty and
likelihoods associated with different possible categorical outcomes. Underlying
these obvious technological and procedural and analytic differences are technological issues which mean that polygraph
data itself is different today than it was in
the past.
In the past, the ink-on-paper tracings, that
examiners could observe visually, were
the actual recorded data. Polygraph examiners were expected to have the skills
to clean and service the pens and ink
wells in the field, and to do basic maintenance on the mechanical apparatus for
the moving pens. Once recorded on the
chart paper, the data (ink) were fixed and
unalterable. Visual analysis of the recordAPA Magazine 2021, 54 (2)
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ed tracings was the only way to analyze
the data. As a result of the technology at
the time, it was a matter of critical skill
development that examiners adept at adjusting and optimizing the data in realtime, during the examination. Failure to
correctly adjust the size and offset, (location on the y-axis of the chart paper) at
the time of examination would mean that
data would be forever inadequate. Failure
or negligence around data adjustment,
during the exam, may have been viewed
at times as an ethical consideration. For
example, how might it influence the analytic results if an examiner conducted a
test with the gain/sensitivity settings set
so low that physiological reactions were
attenuated to a point that differentiation
of responses to different types of test
stimuli was not possible?
Polygraph instrumentation today is computerized, with software functions to
provide all the adjustments that were
accomplished either electronically or
mechanically. Lone gone are the days in
which polygraph field examiners began
each workday by checking ink-pens and
filling ink-wells, and ended each workday
by cleaning ink stains off their fingertips.
Polygraph data today are a time-series of
numerical values that are recorded digitally and electronically on the computer
media, and are subject to signal processing for display. In reality, there is much
more information in the recorded data
today than can be observed though the
visual methods. For example, digital signal processing methods can extract the
pulse information from either the electro94
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dermal or respiration data. Or, respiration
information can be extracted from the
cardio or electrodermal data. Visual analysis and visual feature extraction, once
the most advanced available technology
for polygraph data analysis, will inevitably be outperformed by advancing technologies.
Polygraph tracings today are not themselves not the actual recorded data, but
are a moving pattern of tiny lights that
provide essentially the same visual information. the actual data but are merely a
graphic – a picture of the data. Data today is obtained from the physiological
sensors and then converted via transducers to electrical values. Data are then
amplified, and subject to hardware filtering as necessary (virtually all electronic
data devices will have filters to remove
unwanted noise associated with 60hz AC
current). Electronic signals are submitted
to an analog-to-digital converter and then
packeted and transmitted from the polygraph device to the computer where the
digital information can be transformed
again and reassembled as a time series
of numerical values that may be subject
to (amplification or reduction), interpolation or decimation as needed, in addition
to digital signal processing, scaling, and
offsetting to a desired aesthetic for the
graphic display. Today there is no such
thing as raw data. (In fact there was no
such thing as raw data for old-time polygraph instruments either, as all data is an
abstraction of reality and subject to influence from the technology in use – including filtration from the moving mass and
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friction of mechanical apparatus.) The
graphical images that present day polygraph examiners make use of are not the
actual data but are instead a graphical
representation or picture of the data.
Computer graphics are highly useful
things. They allow us to process a massive amount of information visually –
much more information than most professionals could processes numerically
in their attention and working memory.
Another useful aspect graphics is that
they can be re-processed or adjusted
and displayed in a different way, without
alteration of the actual recorded data.
For example, time-series data can be
subject to the fast-fourier transform and
displayed in the frequency domain. In
this way we could graph and analyze the
relative strengths of the spectrum of frequencies contained in the recorded data.
Other, more mundane example of reprocessing the data for graphic display is
that virtually all computerized polygraph
systems will include functions to magnify
or reduce the size displayed time series
data. Computerized polygraph systems
also include functions to adjust the offset
or y-axis location of the tracings on the
computer screen. Magnification, reduction, and offsetting of the recorded data
was not possible after the completion of
polygraph exams with old-time polygraph
systems.
In addition to scaling and offsetting the
data display, another form of in-test data
management involves a function to recentering a tracing when the data aver-

age had either moved or drifted to a range
near the mechanical limits of the penstops of old-time polygraph machines.
Examiners would simply re-center the
tracing at the desired vertical (y-axis) location and mark the recorded test chart
accordingly. Because old-time polygraph
data was recorded in ink on paper, recentering events would have no effect
on data recorded prior to a re-centering
event. Field examiners marked the x-axis
(time-scale) location of this operation by
putting a downward or upward arrow on
the tracing at the x-axis location where
the re-centering event was entered. Similar functions have been included in computerized polygraph systems. However,
re-centering may be an arcane feature today when considering that computerized
polygraph systems can move the y-axis
(vertical) location or offset of the entire
recorded tracing – including data recorded prior to an adjustment.
Field polygraph examiners in the past
were expected to develop the skill to manage the data while refraining from entering
re-centering during the question stimulus
segments as this would disrupt an ability to interpret the data segment. Equally
important, skillful examiners would be
expected to learn to refrain from entering
gain/sensitivity setting changes within
a “spot,” which was defined as a pair of
relevant and comparison questions that
would be analyzed to achieve a numerical score. This is because differences in
the gain or sensitivity setting might begin to influence the numerical score. As
with offset adjustments, computerized
APA Magazine 2021, 54 (2)
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polygraph systems offer capabilities that
were impossible in the past, including the
ability to adjust the gain/sensitivity size
of the displayed graphic from start to finish of the recording, and the ability to do
this in real-time while recording the examination data. In interesting thing about
gain/sensitivity functions of computerized polygraph systems is that involve
only a numerical multiplier or divisor that
is applied to the display data. They do not
make changes to the actual sensitivity
of the sensor itself. Nor do they involve
changes to an electronic amplifier. For
this reason gain/sensitivity setting functions of computerized polygraph systems
may be more correctly described as scaling functions.
Another differences between computerized and older analog polygraphs involves
the graphic display space. Computer monitors come in a wide variety of shapes,
display ratios, and pixel sizes, and pixel
densities. Analog polygraphs also came
in a variety of physical sizes, though it
was convention to move the scrolled paper chart at 1 inch per 10 seconds. This
served to reduce inconsistency in visual
perceptions among different examiners
who may become accustomed to different instruments. It was however, an arbitrary standard that was not connected in
any way with physiological activity or deception. In other words test validity would
be unchanged with a different specification. Conventional data adjustment recommendations varied somewhat but generally advised field practitioners to adjust
the respiration and cardio data to an aver96
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age vertical amplitude of ¾ inch to 1 inch,
while adjusting the electrodermal activity
data so that maximum response amplitudes were between 2 inches to 4 inches.
Once again, computers offer the capability to make scaling adjustment after the
completion of a test. A potential consequence of this is that younger examiners may not have the same motivation to
develop their skills at real-time data management.
Another consequence is occasional discussion about the correct tracing size for
computerized data display. In the same
way that paper speed is arbitrary and unrelated to physiology, computerized polygraph systems often include some form
of horizontal chart division that is arbitrarily determined, and often influenced
by the dimensions of the display device.
This is inconsequential when considering that the actual numerical values of
computerized polygraph systems are as
arbitrary and unrelated to any physiological metric as the ink-on-paper tracings of
old-time polygraph machines, polygraph
data can be interpreted as to the relative
magnitude of the change in physiological
activity with no known justification for
an expectation for linear correspondence
between the changes in numerical values
changes in physiology. Said differently,
when greater responses are observed
within recorded polygraph data it can be
interpreted as a greater change in physiological activity, but it cannot be expected
that a recorded differences of, for example, 2 to 1 is indicative of a similar ratio of
change in physiological activity. In other
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words, the autonomic activity of interest
during polygraph testing is not measured
in inches or millimeters of polygraph
chart paper or computer screen. For this
reason, the actual dimensions of the display space are unimportant. When the display space include horizontal scale lines,
for visual reference only, they should be
thought of as dimension-less or unitless1.
Modern computerized polygraph systems have no physical or mechanical penstops, and may have no limits as to the
traditional y-axis limits of a scrolled paper
chart. Whereas old-time polygraph machines could not record data beyond the
pen-stops or the physical margins of the
scrolled paper, computerized polygraphs
can easily record data using numerical
values that extend well beyond the limits
of the computer screen or graphic display.
Another interesting feature of computerized polygraph systems is that re-centering events and gain/sensitivity changes
for computerized systems are may not,
depending on the design of the system,
alter the recorded data. Computerized
data may also be displayed without recentering events simply by turning off the
display of these events. This can be done
without actually deleting these events
and without altering the recorded test
data. Similarly, computerized polygraph

systems can change the displayed offset
of the tracings, from start of recording to
finish, without altering the recorded data.
Because there was no way to move the ink
after it was traced onto the scrolled chart
paper, re-centering events and gain sensitivity changes with old-time polygraphs
could only affect the data recorded after
these events were entered.
Another difference between old-time and
computer polygraphs is that computer
polygraphs can easily include a function
to recenter all tracings simultaneously.
Although seemingly convenient, moving
all tracings simultaneously, regardless of
whether it improves the data display, can
also begin to introduce visual disarray to
the time series data, making it more difficult to visualize and observe what has
occurred within the data.
Suggestions for skillful using of scaling,
offset and re-centering functions.
•Move the data offset instead of recentering whenever possible.
•Recenter only to keep the data onscreen and observable

These dimension less units (or unitless dimensions) can be referred to as ‘bouts - a humorous device used to illustrate
an ancient system of measurement, in use prior to the standardized metric and Imperial systems, when the need for
precision and standardization was less than that of today, and when it may have been sufficient to give measurements
such as ‘bout 2 or ‘bout 3 or ‘bout 4.
1
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•Recenter only when moving the data
is a less desirable solution.

• Adjust the scale size of the cardio
data to about 2 or 3 ‘bouts.

•Recenter individual tracings and
only as necessary to keep the data
on-screen and visible.

• Electrodermal activity data can be
adjusted so larger responses are between 4 to 8 ‘bouts.

• Refrain from using use the centerall feature between the X and XX announcements.

• Adjust the vasomotor data to about
1 to 2 ‘bouts.

• Consider not re-centering whenever the data are likely to remain onscreen and visible.
• Wait several seconds (5 or more) or
more after re-centering before presenting next stimulus.
• Consider reducing the sensor gain
if the EDA data go off-screen repeatedly.
• Adjust the scale size of the respiration data to about 2 or 3 ‘bouts.

98
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• Activity sensor data can be adjusted to about ½ to 1 ‘bout.
• Minor adjustment and movement
of the data can be performed during
the evaluation.
• Consider slightly reducing the scaling size of messing or unstable data
to reduce difficulty.
• Consider slightly increasing the
scaling size of very stable data to facilitate visual analysis.
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Who Invented the Polygraph, and When?
Donald J. Krapohl and
Donnie W. Dutton

For examiners who make presentations
to the public there are two questions that
seem to come up pretty often. The first
is: Who invented the polygraph. The second: When was it invented.
Unfortunately for our audiences neither
of these questions has a precise answer.
A polygraph is nothing but a physiological recorder. Devices that could record
physiological activity go back to Europe
in the mid-1800s. For example, Figure 1
below is of a portable physiological re-

corder used by the French researcher
Etienne-Jules Marey in the 1860s for his
experiments in physiology. There were
also polygraphs devised by other European scientists throughout the 19th century,
and while many of us had been taught
that Leonarde Keeler devised the first
portable polygraph, Mr. Keeler came to
the game rather late. Polygraphs in various forms were already commonplace in
many university laboratories by Keeler’s
time. The stark reality is that there really
is no single inventor of the polygraph, nor

Figure 1. Portable polygraph. From Du Mouvement dans les Fonctions de la Vie (1868) by EtienneJules Marey.
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a precise date to which we may ascribe
its invention. Polygraphs were “invented”
many times by many people.
Back about 1885 we know that Cesare
Lombroso was using a device called the
“hydrosphygmograph” which detected
the pulse and blood pressure changes

(Figure 2). The subject’s fist would be
placed in a water-filled tank and sealed.
This device then recorded pulsations on
a rotating smoke drum. A pen-like device
scratched a tracing onto the drum as it
rotated. Lombroso was the first to report
the use of cardiovascular changes to infer deceptiveness.

Figure 2. Hydrosphygmograph manufactured by Franck. From: McKendrick, J.G, Stohr, P. A. (18881889). Textbook of Physiology. Macmillan: New York.

History also tells us that in the late 1800s
Angelo Mosso conducted studies of fear
and its influence on heart action and respiration and was given credit for the creation of the scientific cradle (Figure 3) as
well as a form of sphygmomanometer.
Let’s not forget other contributors such
as Vittorio Benussi who conducted experiments using the pneumograph for
the detection of deception in the early
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1900s, or Luigi Galvani in the second
half of the 1700s who is given credit for
discovering the “Galvanic Skin Reflex.”
These pioneers were all looking at the
relationship between stimuli and bodily
responses, and in their own way paved
the way for polygraphy. Some even flirted
with the notion that deceptiveness might
be revealed via a particular physiological
signal under their investigation. Despite
our natural preference for uncomplicated
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answers, though, it is easy to see that the
invention of the polygraph does not lend
itself to any.
What we can pinpoint with some precision, though, is the first polygraph exami-

nation ever conducted in a criminal case.
Dr. John Larson has the honor of being
the examiner. The date of the examination was April 19, 1921, almost exactly a
century before this issue of the APA Magazine.

Figure 3. From: Mosso, A. (1896). Fear. Translated from the fifth edition of the Italian by E. Lough
and F. Kiesow. Longsmans, Green and Co.: London.

The case is reported in Larson’s article
titled Modification of the Marston Deception Test (1922). It is a story recounted
by instructors in almost all polygraph
schools. In brief, there were several thefts
taking place at College Hall, a boardinghouse on the University of California
Berkeley campus. All 90 young women
in that house were suspects. Unable to
find the culprit Dr. Larson and his “cardiopneumo psychograph” were invited to
solve the crimes. Larson identified the
guilty woman with his apparatus, and the
woman ultimately confessed.

Returning again to the questions we
pose in the title regarding who invented
the polygraph and when, we would argue
these are not good questions. They have
no definitive answers, or at least not simple answers that would satisfy a member of the public. We suggest instead
reframing the question to address the
first use of the polygraph in the manner
we understand today. If we define a polygraph examination as a process in which
an examinee answers yes or no to questions spaced several seconds apart while
APA Magazine 2021, 54 (2)
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the examinee’s physiological reactions
across multiple channels are continuously recorded and the data are used to make
veracity decisions, there are answers to
the questions of Who and When. The answers would be Dr. John Larson and April
19th, 1921.
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With this short historical background, we
now invite you to join us in celebrating, in
the manner of your custom, on April 19th,
2021, to commemorate the day in history
100 years ago that marked the beginning
of the polygraph profession and the worldwide community of polygraph examiners.
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Reflections on the Evidence-Based Polygraph Practice
Tuvya T. Amsel Ph.D.1 and Avital Ginton Ph.D. 2

Abstract
The philosophy of evidence-based practice advocate professionals to rely on scientific
evidence. Although the idea seems obvious, misuse of the philosophy raised controversy, which created confusion and misunderstanding of the concept. Yet, since it was
introduced in the nineties to the medical community and despite the controversy, it
gained more and more disciples and was embraced by nonmedical practitioners, including the polygraph profession. In the last decades, the polygraph community has
gradually abandoned the intuitive-based polygraph practice that relies on less scientifically rooted subjective procedures advancing toward evidence-based polygraph practice. This paper explains the evidence-based practice in general and details the practical aspects of evidence-based polygraph practice in particular, along with discussing
the weakness of the current scientific research, hence suggesting the practitioner to
avoid a rigid “one size fit all” standardized protocol and instead adjust the protocol to
the specific circumstances of the case and the examinee in a scientific-based “tailormade” mode, i.e., “Adaptive-Polygraphy”(Ginton, 2013).
It should be noted that there is a difference between the Comparison Question Test
(CQT) rationale that contribute the psychophysiological responses detected by the
polygraph mainly to the examinee’s concern about his/her well-being when facing dan-

1 Email: ta@amsel.co.il
2 Email: ginton@zahav.net.il
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ger and the Recognition Tests (such as CIT, GKT, ACQT) rationale that contribute the
psychophysiological responses to Orienting Response. The evidence-based polygraph
practice detailed in this paper is designed mainly toward the CQT.
Keywords: Evidence-Based Practice; Polygraph; Comparison Question Test; CQT; Detection of Deception; Adaptive Polygraphy.
Editorial Note: The original manuscript submitted was edited for format only and the original text is as the authors wrote it.

For many decades the use and accuracy
of the polygraph are being questioned
and criticized by jurists, who emphasized
the lack of standardization and academics (mostly psychologists) who claim that
the CQT has no scientific merit. These
prolonged claims forced the profession
to a defensive mode. To prove adversaries wrong, polygraph professionals and
researchers funneled their efforts toward
standardization and various validity studies. As part of these efforts, the industry
embraced the trendy expression of evidence-based practice. An expression that
was first introduced by the medical community and later spread to many other
fields. Being based on scientific research,
the term carries an aura of scientific precision. But what is really evidence-based
practice? Is its’ supportive research flawless? Does the evidence-based practice
applicable to the polygraph practice?
Does the claimed evidence-based polygraph practice is an authentic and genuine evidence-based practice? To answer
these questions, one should start at the
birthplace of the evidence-based practice: medicine.
In medical diagnosis, the physician is
required to determine which disease explains the patient’s symptoms. The information required for diagnosis is collected
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from the patient’s complaint, past medical history, and physical examination.
Many of the reported symptoms are nonspecifically attributed to a single disease,
thus requiring further inquiry by using differential diagnosis protocols, a process
wherein a doctor differentiates between
two or more conditions behind a person’s
symptoms (Langlois 2002). Additional
laboratory and/or imagining examinations assist the physician in refining the
diagnosis (Committee on Diagnostic Error 2015). A medical misdiagnosis that
results in inappropriate treatment is quite
a common event. According to the World
Health Organization technical series (Diagnostic Errors, 2016), human factors
such as distractions, interruptions, and
failure in organizing the existing information by separating reliable from unreliable
data, contribute to over half of the misdiagnosis cases. Youngstorm et al. (2015)
blame overflow of information as a significant factor and claim that:
“… Perhaps less than 0.25% of the
research in most healthcare areas
will combine scientific validity and
clinical relevance. Who has the time
to skim 400 articles to find one gem,
which may or may not is helpful for
the clients we will see this week?”
(p. 1)
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In order to “de-emphasizes intuition,
unsystematic clinical experience, and
pathophysiologic rationale as sufficient
grounds for clinical decision making,”
Guyatt et al. (1992) suggested a new
paradigm to teach medical practice: “Evidence-based medicine requires new skills
of the physician, including efficient literature searching and the application of formal rules of evidence evaluating the clinical literature.” (p.2420) In 1996 Sackett et
al. introduced a decision-making model
of medical diagnosis named “evidencebased practice”. The model combined
three different elements:
1. “Individual clinical expertise, i.e.,
the proficiency and judgment that
individual clinicians acquire through
clinical experience and clinical practice. 2. Patients’ predicaments,
rights, and preferences in making
clinical decisions about their care. 3.
Best available external clinically relevant research….” (p. 71).
Shortly, according to Straus et al. (2011),
Evidence-Based Practice developed as
a philosophy and a set of skills to help
manage information overload so that clinicians can continue to update practices
with information to improve clients’ care.
It should be emphasized that Sackett et
al. (1996) explicitly emphasized that:
“Evidence-based medicine is not
“cookbook” medicine because it requires a bottom-up approach that

integrates the best external evidence
with individual clinical expertise and
patients’ choice. It cannot result
in slavish, cookbook approaches
to individual patient care. External
clinical evidence can inform but can
never replace individual clinical expertise, and it is this expertise that
decides whether the external evidence applies to the individual patient at all and, if so, how it should
be integrated into a clinical decision.
Similarly, any external guideline must
be integrated with individual clinical
expertise in deciding whether and
how it matches the patient’s clinical
state, predicament, and preferences,
and thus whether it should be applied” (p. 72). The emphasis on not
a “cookbook” model arises from the
authors fear that: “… evidence-based
medicine will be hijacked by purchasers and managers to cut the costs of
health care … (which) would not only
be a misuse of evidence-based medicine …” (p. 72).
The authors fear was justified because
soon enough, health care services, insurance companies, medical management,
and alike harnessed the evidence-based
practice to their own advantage, creating
a “cookbook recipe” type evidence-based
instructions and processes, which differs
conceptually from the original definition
that relies on the practitioner discretion
rather than on a rigid instructional protocol. The general public could not distinguish between these two so different
APA Magazine 2021, 54 (2)
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concepts, and the confusion got to the
point that Division 12 (The Society of
Clinical Psychology) of the American Psychological Association stopped using the
term “evidence-based practice” in 2006,
one year after the mother organization the American Psychological Association
- adopted a policy statement on evidencebased practice in psychology3, remarking
these guidelines were not intended to
support the dictation of specific forms of
treatment (Webb, 2001).
The concept of a practice rooted in science was not limited to the medical community, and according to Leach (2006),
the movement towards evidence-based
practices has spread around to other
fields, encouraging professionals and
other decision-makers to pay more attention to the evidence in their decisionmaking. Evidence-based practice aims to
eliminate unsound or outdated practices
in favor of more-effective ones by shifting the basis for decision-making from
tradition, intuition, and unsystematic experience to firmly grounded scientific research. Today evidence-based practice
is implemented in many different areas:
design of buildings and physical environment, education and teaching, laws formulation by legislators, management and
decision making, law enforcement public

policy, nursing, clinical psychology, social
work, toxicology, and many others4.
On scientific research – some aspects to
consider
Research results and conclusions are the
core of “evidence-based practice”, which
in return calls for a broader overview of
the scientific research. Science is in a
constant endeavor to explore and chart
unknown territories, i.e., new knowledge
utilizing objective tools and research
methods. Scientific research has an aura
and image of being mathematical, objective, accurate, exact, methodical, precise,
etc.5 However, when relying on scientific
research, one should consider the following: Scientific research is a generic term
for various types of research representing an inner hierarchy of validity strength.
From the lowest and least evident type
of expert opinion thru case reports, casecontrol studies, cohort studies, randomized control trials (blind and double-blind)
all the way to the research type positioned
on top of the hierarchy, the type that provides the most substantial and most robust evidence: the systematic review6. In
addition, amongst the many published research and studies, some suffer from unrepresentative or insufficient sample size,
inappropriate or no control group, misin-

3 https://www.apa.org/practice/guidelines/evidence-based-statement
4 On Evidence-Based Practice series go to: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Evidence-based_practice
5 https://www.thesaurus.com/browse/scientific, access on January 12.2021 at 11:54
6 University of Exter, Searching for scientific information: Medical Sciences: 3. Types of evidence
Retrieved November 14, 2020, from https://libguides.exeter.ac.uk/csc2014/evidencetypes
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terpreted results leading to unsupported
conclusions, etc.
Last but definitely not least, due to the
complexity and the multifactorial issues
dealt by the life and behavioral sciences
when using quantitative research approach, it is customary to use methods
that target the central tendencies of a
phenomenon, formalized in general principles and rules that concern most of the
existing variance while sometimes treating the individual differences or the variation between existing situations, as irrelevant noise. When it comes to applications, some standards are developed and
implemented to ensure that the applications are conducted within the framework
posed by those rules, which is a must to
avoiding chaos. However, because the
standards are based on central tendencies and the variance around them, they
are inefficient or even harmful to people
or situations that are off the center (Ginton, 2013).
These scientific research aspects require
practitioners, who rely on research-based
evidence, to scrutinize any research cautiously, engaging critical thinking and
abandoning the “carved in stone” approach to scientific research. Furthermore, recent years added a new gigantic concern: doubts in the scientific re-

search’s reliability and accuracy in what is
referred to as the replication crisis in the
social sciences and medicine. (Fanelli, D.,
2009; Pashler and Wagenmakers, 2012).
The last decades have witnessed a sharp
growth in scientific publications, including papers and books, datasets, and websites (Bornmann & Mutz, 2015; Larsen &
von Ins, 2010). Two major factors have
contributed to this dynamic. In the technology sphere, the unprecedented progress of the capabilities to store and transfer information, and in the social sphere,
the increasing pressure in the academic
world and related institutions to publish
research and other scientific work in order
to keep holding the position and succeed
in the desired career, a situation known as
the Publish or Perish7 threat.
A Major principle of the scientific method is reproducibility (repetition of experiments by independent researchers) or repeatability (repetition of experiments by
the same researchers). Results obtained
by an experiment and/or observational
study should be achieved again with a
high degree of agreement when the study
is replicated with the same methodology
by different researchers. Only after one
or several such successful replications
should a result be recognized as scientific knowledge (National Academies of

7 ”Publish or perish” is an aphorism describing the pressure to publish academic work in order to succeed
in an academic career. Such institutional pressure is generally strongest at research universities. Some
researchers have identified the publish or perish environment as a contributing factor to the replication
crisis. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Publish_or_perish. Access on January 27, 2021 at 15:15.
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Science, 2019). The massive growth of
scientific publications became the breeding ground of the reproducibility crisis
and the replicability crisis (Pashler & Wagenmakers, 2012; Peng, R., 2015), i.e., Difficulties to reproduce or replicate the research, especially in social sciences and
medicine.
Baker (2016) found that: “More than 70%
of researchers have tried and failed to reproduce another scientist’s experiments,
and more than half have failed to reproduce their own experiments. Those are
some of the telling figures that emerged
from Nature’s survey of 1,576 researchers
who took a brief online questionnaire on
reproducibility in research.” (pp. 452-3).
The Open Science Collaboration (2015)
claims that:
“… replications of 100 experimental
and correlational studies published
in three psychology journals using
high-powered designs and original
materials when available. Replication effects were half the magnitude
of original effects … representing a
substantial decline… 97% of original
studies had statistically significant
results. 36% of replications had statistically significant results.” (p. 943)
The growth of publications, along with
the poor reproducibility and replicability
rate, led two respectful scientists to claim
that most published research findings are
false. Prof. Ioannidis from Stanford University stated (2005) that:
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“… a research finding is less likely to
be true when the studies conducted
in a field are smaller; when effect
sizes are smaller; when there are a
greater number and lesser preselection of tested relationships; where
there is greater flexibility in designs,
definitions, outcomes, and analytical
models; when there is greater financial and other interest and prejudice;
and when more teams are involved in
a scientific field in chase of statistical significance. Simulations show
that for most study designs and settings, it is more likely for a research
claim to be false than true”.
A similar concern was expressed by Prof.
Horton, the editor of Lancet medical journal (founded in 1823 a weekly peer-reviewed general medical journal which is
among the world’s oldest and best-known
general medical journals) that stated
(2015):
“… much of the scientific literature,
perhaps half, may simply be untrue.
Afflicted by studies with small sample sizes, little effects, invalid exploratory analyses, and flagrant conflicts
of interest, together with an obsession for pursuing fashionable trends
of dubious importance, science has
taken a turn towards darkness.”
(p. 1380).
Thus, Evidence-Based practice as it is
practiced today is not good enough since
the pieces of evidence are not reliable
and in too many instances became un-
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sound “alibi” to justify malpractice. Perhaps the balance should tilt a bit towards
more clinical input and maybe more room
for clinician Masters that lost their status
due to the pull of the evidence-based research approach to the extreme.
Despite these discouraging statements,
it should be emphasized that these facts
and opinions should not discourage practitioners from studying and examining
scientific research, but they should be
done carefully and cautiously.
Evidence-Based Practice and the Polygraph
Polygraph testing as a mean for detecting
deception, which nowadays celebrates
its one hundred’s anniversary (depends
on pinpointing the “day of birth”) (Amsel,
2020), has started as a big promise that
the then modern science had made to society in pursuing law, order, and justice,
based on modern knowledge. However,
along with the objective instrument’s
technical development, the moves in the
testing procedure and the analysis of the
physiological responses were based only

on pseudo-objective unproven ideas and
intuitions of a few outstanding individuals with fertile minds that most of them
were not scientists or even had any scientific education. During the first fifty years,
there was very little research activity that
was conducted either in-house by polygraph examiners, most of it did not match
basic scientific standards, or in the academia, typically unrelated to field practice
(Orne, Thackray & Paskewitz 1972). These
two routes of polygraph-related activity
lived side by side, hardly communicating
until around 1970 when the scientific approach was boosted by Dr. David Raskin8
from Utah University, who started to research the polygraph techniques used in
the field. His long-lasting dedication to
uncompromised scientific research and
development with his graduate students
have resulted in field applications in the
form of more valid examination techniques named after the university, the
Utah techniques. In fact, that was a clear
example of implementing the philosophy
of Evidence-Based-Practice in the polygraph field without using this term. The
group of scientific-oriented polygraph
examiners and researchers he raised cast

8 Raskin C.D. – A leading academic psychophysiologist from Utah University made a decision in the early 70s to change
his position from an Ivory sitting couch expert to an expert who are willing to check in person the existing field polygraph technique and open a program for graduate student to investigate the polygraph. During the years he raised
several students who managed to enter Government polygraph units and brought a sense of scientific approach to the
federal institutes and trough that to the private polygraph arena. Among them, his first student Dr. Barland who in the
80s headed a research unit next to the federal polygraph school (DODPI, later became DACA and NCCA), Dr. Podlesny
who has established a polygraph research unit in the FBI, Dr. Kircher that focused on developing the first commercial U.S. made computerized polygraph and an algorithm for analysis. Dr. Honts, Dr, Horowitz, who following years of
serving as polygraph examiners and researcher in the public government sector have move to the academy. Dr Raskin
and his students have developed the first polygraph technique that was based on scientific research, known as the Utah
polygraph techniques.
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a giant positive impact on the field. It was
not easy; they had to pave their way in a
hostile environment comprised of conservative academic scientists on the one
hand and many field practitioners who
were engaged in a convenient non- scientifically based practice on the other. It
took about twenty years to get accepted
by enough core figures from both sides.
At the same time, additional events took
place in the polygraph field that collectively might have had a “game-changer”
effect. The Office of Technology Assessment of the U.S. Congress (OTA) published in 1983 a report that criticized the
polygraph validity and questioned, in particular, the use of the polygraph for preemployment screening. Not without connection, a few years later, in 1988, the Employee Polygraph Protection Act (EPPA)
was enacted in the U.S., banning the use
of the polygraph for pre-employment and
employment in most non-governmental
businesses and abolished almost 90% of
the private polygraph sector. Around that
time, the Department of Defense Polygraph Institute (DODPI) included an inhouse research unit that took the lead in
the Polygraph instruction, research, and
development. Following the EPPA 1988
Act, the U.S. Department of Energy asked
the National Academy of Science to conduct a scientific review of the research on
polygraph examinations that pertain to
their validity and reliability, particularly for
personnel security screening. In 2003 after a prolonged analysis of research and
interviewing experts, the Academy published its’ conclusion (National Research
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Council, 2003) that included the following
two assertions:
“Notwithstanding the limitations of
the quality of the empirical research
and the limited ability to generalize to
real-world settings, we conclude that
in populations of examinees such as
those represented in the polygraph
research literature, untrained in countermeasures, specific-incident polygraph tests can discriminate lying
from truth telling at rates well above
chance, though well below perfection.” (p. 4)
and
“A substantial portion of our recommended expanded research program
should be administered by an organization or organizations with no operational responsibility for detecting
deception and no institutional commitment to using or training practitioners of a particular technique.
The research program should follow
accepted standards for scientific
research, use rules and procedures
designed to eliminate biases that
might influence the findings, and operate under normal rules of scientific
freedom and openness to the extent
possible while protecting national
security.”(p. 9).
These events brought about an increase
in the efforts to become a more scientifically based profession.
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Scientific research, outside the context of
Evidence-Based-Practice philosophy, was
evident sporadically before Dr. Raskin
started his project (e.g., Lykken, 1959,
1960; Gustafson & Orne, 1963, 1964) and
mostly dealt with the Guilty Knowledge
Test that was the favorite paradigm in Lab
research, but seldom in use in the field.
The move from field practice per-se to a
more scientific oriented profession has
started a bit earlier, in the late ‘60s, at the
Israeli National Police with the involvement of a number of academic researchers from the Department of Psychology
of the Hebrew University in Jerusalem, Dr.
Kugelmass, Dr. Lieblich and later on Dr.
Ben-Shakhar (e.g., Kugelmass, Lieblich,
Ben-Ishai, Opatovski & Kaplan,1968; BenShakhar, Lieblich& Kugelmass, 1970).
The Israeli National Police Polygraph
Unit became the Scientific Interrogation
Laboratories, a section within the Criminal Identification and Forensic Science
Division of Israel’s National Police, and in
years to come, during the 70s, ‘80s, and
‘90s, lean towards scientific approach
was more and more evident in particular
with the work of in-house scientists Dr.
Elaad,(e.g., Elaad,1985, Elaad & Schacher,
1985,) Dr. Ginton (e.g., Ginton et al., 1982,
Ginton,1985) and Mr. Kleiner (e.g., Elaad
& Kliener,1986; Kleiner, 2002). It is interesting to mention that during these years,
the perception that polygraph use relates
to applied psychology brought about a
formal demand of having psychological
education as a prerequisite for entering
the polygraph unit of the Israeli police. A

similar approach could be found at the
time in Japan, but not in the U.S.
Over the years, the number of test formats
and versions has grown to a full house of
variations driven by intuitions or business
interests with no real research support or
objective justifications. The field became
chaotic with no set of valid standards to
compare to. The situation worsened with
the dramatic worldwide growth of polygraph usage with thousands of examiners and millions of examinees per year.
This undesirable situation led the American Polygraph Association, the world’s
biggest and most important polygraph
body, to develop best practice principles
and establish test standards. Given the
then (and still) current bone-ton in the
applied diagnostic and treatment world,
it seemed the right step to adopt the Evidence-Based practice approach as the
tool for improving the situation. That was
also the way to improve the chances to
get recognition by the Academia, which
most opposed the use of the polygraph
for field applications and in particular
against the claim that the most common
method – the CQT- is a valid scientificbased test.
If one follows Sackett et al. (1996) original definition of evidence-based practice to the dot, then polygraph practice
does not meet that definition. Nowadays,
polygraph practice strives to be as much
standardized practice as possible, i.e., a
checklist-type protocol. This type of practice actually contradicts Sackett et al.
(1996) requirement to avoid any “cookAPA Magazine 2021, 54 (2)
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book” type practice and rely on the practitioner’s discretion on a case-to-case
basis. On the other hand, Mullen (2002)
claim that the term evidence-based practice is used with two different meanings:
Sackett et al.’s (1996) original definition
of evidence-based practice, i.e., practitioners decision-making method, and
an additional one associated with “bestpractice” which defined by the MerriamWebster Dictionary9 as: “a procedure that
has been shown by research and experience to produce optimal results and that
is established or proposed as a standard
suitable for widespread adoption”. Therefore, if we follow Mullen’s (2002) definition, it will be more accurate to label the
polygraph practice as an Evidence-Based
Best Polygraph Practice rather than Evidence-Based Polygraph Practice. However, regardless of the different definitions’
semantics, the heart and soul of these
allegedly two different practical implications are the same: a practice that relies,
based, and rooted on evidence attained
by research.
The evidence-based practice philosophy
resulted in a growing number of research
that supported the validity of some aspects of the polygraph practice. The top
product was the various test data analysis (TDA), especially the OSS (Nelson,
Handler & Krapohl, 2007; Nelson, Krapohl
& Handler, 2008) and ESS (Nelson et al.,

2011), which resulted in a more objective
and stable analysis of the psychophysiological outcomes. The TDA studies come
along with various validated test formats
as shown in the Meta-Analytic Survey report of the American Polygraph Association (2011) and its update (Nelson, 2015)
and noticeable growth in applied psychophysiological research and instrumentation.
Based on that, when honest practitioners
asked by their clients: “How accurate are
your findings? How certain are you that
he is guilty? I want to make sure before
taking any precautions against him”. Depending on the validated test format utilized, the answer will come around 90%.
But does the test format and the test data
analysis research validity rates can be
projected to an individual examinee?
Apart from the problem of base rates,
which is a major factor in answering
this question, there is also a concern to
what degree can one be assured that the
specific examinee in the specific circumstances of the actual test resembles the
common examinee prototype and the
range of circumstances that comprised
the database for estimating the validity of
the test format and version that was used
by the examiner this time?

9 https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/best%20practice
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Suppose the specific examinee had trouble concentrating on the pre-test, and
suppose in the sample used for the validity research, only ten percent of the subjects had a similar problem, and their effect on the validity outcome was as per
their relative portion in the sample, is it
reasonable to lean on the validity value
that was found to estimate the degree of
our confidence in the results found in a
subject that his inability to concentrate
affect 100% of the test not only 10% as
was in the validity research? The same applied to circumstantial variability. These
limitations are inherent in the statistical
paradigms used for assessing the validity and, of course, in the evidence-based
approach if it relies only on research evidence and ignores anything that was not
researched scientifically yet or cannot
be researched in one of those paradigms
ever due to inherent issues. It is, therefore, that the Evidence-Based–Practice
model in medicine includes clinical practice considerations. Shouldn’t we too
adopt this approach rather than ignore
any information that originated from outside the Evidence-Based circle?
In pointing out the importance of individual differences in practicing medicine,
Hippocrates said:
“It is more important to know what
sort of person has a disease than to
know what sort of disease a person
has”.
Adapting this view to the polygraph, we
should think that although the polygraph

test aims to detect the “disease” a person
has, namely, detection of deception, in
fact, we are busy differentiating between
deceptive and truthful examinees. In that
sense, we are focusing on the temporal
qualities (deceptive or truthful subject,
not as traits) that the individual carries
during the test and the differences between individuals. The single person,
the individuum, is the heart of our work.
Learning the individuals’ differences,
though, would not prevent the “disease,”
i.e., the deception to occur, it will prevent
the polygraph examiner’s disease, namely the errors in our work, and improve the
quality of our decisions.
The various validated evidentiary test formats claim to have around 90% detection
rate and around 10% inconclusive rate. As
valuable as this information is, it does not
provide the intersections of available individual characteristics such as their age,
education level, gender, etc. with success
or failure of the test to reach correct outcomes. Analysis of these characteristics
as well as more sophisticated factors but
still simple, such as examiner-examinee
opposite genders or age difference, may
point out potential influencing factors
that bear an effect on the outcome which
in return will enable examiners to finetune the test and alter the test to the examinee in a tailor-made style rather than
altering the examinee to the test in a one
size fits all style, not to mention a higher
level of differentiation between the examinees’ psychological characteristics
APA Magazine 2021, 54 (2)
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and circumstantial differences that might
affect the conduct of the test and its outcome.
Hence, we believe that polygraph research should shift its’ focus from providing valuable test procedure information
to providing an in-depth analysis of the
examinees’ profiles. Elements such as education level, age, gender, language proficiency, ethnic origin, law obedience or
outlaw, emotional or rational personality
type, past experience as an interviewee,
and alike might influence the examinerexaminee inter-personal dynamics and, in
return on the test outcome.
In addition, we should keep in mind that
Evidence-Based has two sides. The first,
the most known side, is demonstrating
success by research; in other words, it
is an Evidence-Based success (e.g., this
specific method works well, and it is supported by research that shows it). The
second side is something that people, including scientists and practitioners, tend
to ignore: evidence-based failure (e.g.,
this specific method produces mistakes,
as shown by research). To prevent misunderstanding, it is not that the EvidenceBased approach fails to work, rather it is
the success of the Evidence-Based approach to detect failure in practice. It is
an unfortunate fact that this second type
of Evidence-Based matters is being neglected.
Take the relevant-irrelevant (RIR) screening test format as an example; Krapohl
& Rosales (2014), Nelson (2015), and
Krapohl & Goodson (2015), concluded
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that the decision accuracy of this format
is substantially poorer than other validated screening formats yet, many agencies and examiners continue practicing a
format that fails, in spite of existing evidence.
Proven errors or mistakes and the enormous amount of information, sometimes
critical, hiding in it, are not researched
enough. Although it is human to err, mistakes are regarded as failure or, in some
instances, as a character flaw, compelling
people to play it safe, follow mainstream
footsteps, and cling without flexibility to
rigid evidence-based standards behavior
that eventually leads to a stagnant science.
Evidence-Based Practice is, by definition, a sort of learning from experience by
adopting specific research methods and
standards, but this is by no means the
only way to learn from experience. Polygraph research must adopt the Incident
Investigations Approach that seeks to explain why a procedure failed, learn the lesson and avoid repeating the mistake, as
well as why a procedure was successful
to replicate it in the future. Only a systematic analysis of failure and success will
ensure growth and development.
Absence of evidence is not evidence of
absence
Evidence-Based practice in polygraph
testing tends to accept as valid only procedure and methods that have been supported by research. As logical as this ap-
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proach is, its counter side is the unfortunate wrong logic that treats the absence
of statistical evidence as evidence of
absence of the researched phenomenon,
while in fact, there is not enough proof
that failure to demonstrate statistical
significance (p<α)proves its being a fault
procedure or testing method. The use of α
is meant to indicate the accepted degree
of risk to be mistaken in acting under the
assumption that the examined phenomenon exists whereas, in fact, it does not
exist in reality. By no means is it a proof
of the phenomenon’s existence, and the
failure to reach statistical significance is
not a proof of its absence.
Polygraph practice - Evidence-Based
Technique and Art
Decades of prolonged criticism on the
validity of the Comparison Question Test
(CQT), as well as the various unsystematic of unstandardized test formats, led
our industry to continuous efforts to
prove otherwise. An extreme strive for
rigid standardization in the name of science tends to ignore the complexity of
the polygraph practice, and it is based in
a way on a simplistic and limited concept
of what science is. Let alone that there
is more than just science in practicing
polygraphy. Along with the efforts in laying scientific foundations to the practice,
we should consider the “art” aspects involved, such as the art of interpersonal

communication, the art of the examiner
to improvise in light of unexpected situations, and others. The probable-lie comparison question phrasing is an excellent
example. As mentioned among others
by Ginton (2009) and Krapohl and Shaw
in their comprehensive book (2015), the
probable-lie comparison question “… must
not be “too hot” nor” too cold” but “just
right”” (p. 68), which requires a more artistically rather than a technical approach
to set the “right temperature”. We should
adopt the scientific methods not only in
favor of standardizing our profession but
also to improve our understanding of the
“art” quality found in our work rather than
suppress it in the name of science and
standardization.
Over standardization, in its extreme form,
may affect creativity, open-mindedness,
flexibility, and human touch, which are essential for further future developments.
The significance of personal and situational differences should not be ignored
and overlooked even when it seems to
be at odds with the developed rigid standardizations. In the name of science,
the “tailor-made” adaptive polygraphy
approach in conducting examinations
should not be abolished and replaced by
the standardized “scientific” “one size fits
all” mediocre practice which is based on
central tendencies, ignoring individual
differences among the examinees, irregular cases or situations that are off

10 Plato, Laws, Book 6, p. 757
11 https://interactioninstitute.org/illustrating-equality-vs-equity/
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the main center, or in Thomas Jefferson
words paraphrasing Plato’s (Laws)10 idea:
“There is nothing more unequal than the
equal treatment of unequal people or as
demonstrated graphically in Angus Maguire drawing. Reproduced with thanks
to Interaction Institute for Social Change
| Artist: Angus Maguire11.
“A picture is worth a thousand words” Since we are discussing the merits and
weaknesses of the Evidence–Based
Practice approach, we should stress that
one does not need research to see the evidence that one size fits all is sometimes
problematic. But we do need research to
verify it in polygraph practice to prove
and improve the concept of the adaptive
polygraph approach.
Epilogue
As the polygraph profession followed the
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footsteps of medicine evidence-based
practice and adopted its philosophy, we
should follow the nowadays trend of medicine that shift from simple standardization of diagnoses and treatments to individualized, personalized medicine, which
strives to tailor medical treatment to the
individual characteristics of each patient
considering the patient unique molecular,
genetic profile and personal environmental factors recommending which medical treatments will be safe and effective
for each patient, and which ones will not
be. Personalized medicine can select a
therapy or treatment protocol based on
a patient’s molecular profile that may
not only minimize harmful side effects
but ensure a more successful outcome
(Olechno,2016). Contrary to the existing
trend in our field that, in a way, worship the
strict standardization, we suggest steering modern polygraphy towards develop-
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ing a scientifically-based approach that
follows the motto of understanding and
conducting “Different Things to Different
People and Different Situations”. In other
words, we call for developing an adaptive
approach or Adaptive Polygraphy that,
based on acquired scientific knowledge,

alters the test in a “tailor-made” mode to
the individual examinee rather than alter
the individual examinee to a “one size fits
all” type test.
To be Continued in the near future with
a proposed Adaptive Polygraph practical
model and guidelines.
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